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Abstract 

Operational support has become a popular topic in process mining. Various approaches exist for 

predicting features such as remaining processing times of running cases. These predictions are often 

not very accurate because they did not explicitly make use of the contextual information in the 

process’ context.  

This Master thesis reports on a collaboration of Perceptive Software and the Architecture of 

Information Systems (AIS) group in Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at Eindhoven 

University of Technology. 

In this Master thesis, we aim to advance the field by using contextual information when making 

predictions. The working hypothesis is that, the execution of process instances is highly influenced by 

the context in which instances are enacted. Our newly developed technique builds on the transition 

system mining and leverages on decision tree learning to provide accurate predictions incorporating 

the context.  

Usually, event logs do not contain contextual information. Therefore, we have developed a series of 

techniques to enrich event logs with contextual information, all of which have been implemented in 

the process mining framework, ProM. 

Our prediction technique has been evaluated through two case studies. One case study uses 

synthetic event data obtained through simulation (for validation). The other case study uses real-life 

event data extracted from a BPM system. The evaluation outcome confirms that the predictions are 

indeed more accurate when the context is correctly taken into consideration. 
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1. Introduction 
Most information systems record the execution of activities within processes in so-called event logs. 

There exists a large body of literature on process mining, which exploit the information in the event 

logs to derive useful insights about the past executions of process instances [4]. 

Historic data on past executions can also be used to guide future process instance executions so as to 

avoid suboptimal process executions encountered in the past. This can be given in the form of 

recommendations about which activities to perform next [2]. 

This thesis touches on the topic of advancing the field and providing more accurate predictions, 

which can possibly be used to give more appropriate recommendations. The thesis is a final result of 

the Master project at Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The project is carried out in 

collaboration with Perceptive Software1, Apeldoorn and within the Architecture of Information 

Systems (AIS) group in Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at TU/e.  

Perceptive Software is an international company that develops document imaging, document 

management, business process management, and enterprise content management solutions. The 

company is head-quartered in the USA and has regional offices in many countries. The company 

offers services world-wide. In October 2011, Perceptive Software joined forces with Pallas Athena, a 

Dutch company located in Apeldoorn, Netherlands. Pallas Athena was a leading provider of business 

process management (BPM) and process mining solutions with an experience of more than 15 years. 

Most notably, BPMone (a business process management suite, previously known with names such as 

Protos, FLOWer, BPM|one Design or BPM|one Control) and ReflectOne (process mining software) 

are developed within Pallas Athena. They are used by many companies in different fields and 

countries. BPMone and Perceptive Reflect are now solutions offered by Perceptive Software. 

Perceptive Software follows the recent trend in business process management, which suggests a new 

concept referred to as “Intelligent Business Process Management Systems” (iBPMS). iBPMS are 

capable of managing the agility better by providing predictions and recommendations during process 

instance executions [17]. For example, providing assistance to a person with services that are 

invoked on request; or by constantly monitoring the conditions and changes in organization and its 

environment to provide operational support in the form of predictions or recommendations [18]. 

Perceptive Software is interested in seeing what is possible in the next generation information 

systems and would like to find out what could be improved in their products to support the iBPMS 

vision. 

The process mining framework ProM2 is used to implement the approaches presented in this thesis. 

ProM is an extensible framework which supports various process mining techniques in the form of 

plug-ins. ProM is developed in Java language, and is currently licensed under Common Public License 

(CPL). 

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.perceptivesoftware.nl/ 

2
  http://www.processmining.org/ 

http://www.perceptivesoftware.nl/
http://www.processmining.org/
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1.1. Problem Statement and Approach 

Operational support has become a popular topic in process mining ( [6], [8], [15], [16], [26], [36], 

[43]). Various approaches exist for predicting certain features of running cases. These approaches are 

limited because they do not make use of the contextual information of the process instances. As a 

result, the predictions are often not very accurate. Consequently, we formulated the following 

overall research question: 

RQ: Can we obtain accurate predictive information using the process instance information 

in combination with the contextual information about the process? 

In particular, in the context of this project, we have used BPMone as underlying system. BPMone is a 

case-handling system which has been developed within Pallas Athena (now part of Perceptive 

Software). Therefore, we needed to be able to generate meaningful event logs from BPMone in a 

standardized manner. To do so, we appropriately extract information from the BPMone database 

tables. This corresponds to our first sub-question:  

SQ1: How can we extract a standardized event log from BPMone? 

Contextual information refers to the conditions that surround the execution of process instances and 

influence the process behavior and performance. It is possible to define different context types 

depending on their relation to the process. In general, event logs lack in providing such contextual 

information. Therefore, we provide in this thesis some techniques to enrich the event logs with such 

information. To do so, we derive new information from the information already in event log and 

integrate this with additional data coming from external sources (e.g., a web page). So, the second 

sub-question we seek to answer is: 

SQ2: How can we extend a standardized event log with contextual information?  

The event logs, enriched as mentioned above, have been used as input for predictions. In particular, 

the technique developed within this thesis builds on a state-of-the-art technique to mine transition 

systems [7] [8]. Using the enriched event logs, we extract a transition system where each transition 

system state corresponds to a state which the system has gone through. Then, using a technique 

developed in this project, we associate each state with a decision tree. The decision tree 

discriminates situations based on the contextual attributes and provides accurate predictions on a 

process feature of interest, which is, in fact, the “target” class attribute of the decision tree. This way 

we can answer our third sub-question:  

SQ3: How can we leverage an extended event log to derive predictive information about a 

process? 

All techniques have been implemented in the process mining framework ProM, and evaluated 

through two case studies. One case study uses synthetic event data obtained through simulation (for 

validation). The other case study uses a real-life event log extracted from a BPM system (BPMone) 

enacting an order processing process within Perceptive Software.   

The historic cases executed within the process are used to train decision trees. During training, part 

of the data is isolated to test the accuracy of predictions using cross-validation. We tested prediction 
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accuracies by following a controlled experiment approach where we change one variable at a time. 

The effects of changing each parameter are observed.  

We use our plug-ins and experiment results as a proof of concept for Perceptive Software’s aim of 

improving their products according to the iBPMS vision. Through our approach, we demonstrate the 

use of contextual information and operational support, which are important elements of the iBPMS 

vision. 

The evaluation outcome confirms that the predictions are indeed more accurate when the context is 

correctly taken into consideration. We have also observed that the accuracy of the prediction is also 

influenced by the shape and the size of the transition system describing the control-flow. 

 

Figure 1.1 – Extracting standard event logs from BPMone 

Our solution approach to the above questions can be illustrated as follows. Addressing to the 

problem stated by our first sub-question, Figure 1.1 (a) shows a view of a running case. We obtain a 

standardized event log (Figure 1.1 (b)) from such case executions. 
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Figure 1.2 - Extending event logs with contextual information 

Then we use various approaches to derive contextual information from different sources and use this 

information to enrich events inside the event log. This addresses to the problem stated in our second 

sub-question and can be illustrated with Figure 1.2 where events without contextual information (in 

(a)) become events with contextual information (in (b)). 
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Figure 1.3 - Predictions based on decision trees and contextual information 

Finally, we use the extended event log to discover a process model in the form of a transition system. 

Using the extended log with the transition system, we train decision trees in each state which 

provide predictions. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3, addressing to our third sub-question.  

The predictions made can be of any type. The contextual attributes in the log can be used to predict 

remaining case times, or remaining activity times. The decision trees express predictions in the form 

of various rules. For example, if the workload is high and the weather is cold, then the remaining case 

time is long. If the workload is low and the weather is warm, then the remaining activity time is short. 

Such time metrics are not the only type of attributes that can be predicted. For example, depending 

on the workload, a specific user that should execute the next activity can be predicted. Another 

example can be to predict outcome attributes of cases using other event attributes. Our approach 

allows for any type of predictions using any type of event attributes inside an event log. 

1.2. Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces the preliminary concepts related to this thesis and presents a comparative 

analysis of related work.  

Chapter 3 presents a semantic mapping of BPMone concepts to standard event log elements. It 

proposes a generic tool for log extraction and presents a generic, standardized approach to extract 

event logs from BPMone system. 
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Chapter 4 illustrates our technique to extend event logs with contextual information. We also define 

what we mean by contextual information. We propose several ways to extend event logs with 

contextual information. These extension mechanisms have been implemented in ProM. 

Chapter 5 details our prediction approach based on transition-system mining and decision-tree 

learning. The approach has been implemented in ProM and is also presented. 

Chapter 6 presents two case studies. The first stems from a synthetic event log that we have 

generated through CPN tools. The second concerns a real-life event log extracted from a BPMone 

system using our extraction approach. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing our findings and outlining future directions of 

improvement. 
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2. Preliminary Concepts and Related Work 
In this chapter we introduce the concepts used throughout this thesis. First the concept of an event 

log and a standard format for storing event logs (XES) are presented. Then we introduce the 

paradigm of case-handling and case-handling systems. Next up, an introduction to machine learning 

and decision trees is given. Finally, the context of business processes and operational support will be 

discussed. 

2.1. Event Logs and the Extensible Event Stream (XES) Format 

Each event in an event log refers to a single process instance. These instances are called as “cases”. 

In each case, there are activities carried out. Events refer to such activities like register, check 

submitted documents, accept application etc... The definition of an event is as follows [2]. 

Definition 1  (Event, Property). Let  ℰ be the event universe, i.e., the set of all possible event 

identifiers. Each event has a unique id  𝑒 ∈  ℇ.  Events may be characterized by various attributes, 

e.g., an event may have a timestamp, correspond to an activity, is executed by a particular person, 

has associated costs, etc. Let 𝐴𝑁 be a set of attribute names. For any event 𝑒 ∈  ℇ and name 𝑛 ∈

𝐴𝑁: #𝑛(𝑒) is the value of attribute 𝑛 for event 𝑒. If event 𝑒 does not have an attribute named 𝑛, then 

#𝑛 𝑒 = ⊥ (null value). 

An event log is a collection of traces and each trace is a sequence of events. Typically, the events in a 

single trace refer to occurrences of activities within a single process instance. The definitions of trace 

and event log are as follows [8]: 

Definition 2 (Trace, Event log). A trace is a finite sequence of events 𝜎 ∈ ℰ∗ such that each event 

appears only once and time is non-decreasing, i.e., for 

1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑗 ≤  𝜎 : 𝜎 𝑖 ≠ 𝜎 𝑗  and #𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒  𝜎 𝑗  ≥  #𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝜎 𝑖 ). 𝒞 is the set of all possible traces. An 

event log is a set of traces ℒ ⊆  𝒞 such that each event appears at most once in the entire log. Events 

are globally unique and do not appear in multiple traces. 

XES is an XML based standard for event logs and is a successor to the MXML (Mining Extensible 

Markup Language) format. It aims to provide a generally accepted format for interchangeable event 

log data between tools and applications. Even though it is developed with process mining in mind, it 

is also suitable for other type of analysis such as data mining and statistical analysis. XES was initially 

proposed by C.W. Günther and has been adopted by IEEE Task Force on Process Mining as a standard 

[20].  
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Figure 2.1 - XES meta-model [20] 

Figure 2.1 shows the meta-model describing the XES standard. According to XES, a log entity 

represents a process, which can have multiple trace elements (cases). And a trace (case) can contain 

many events, which can have several attributes attached to them. The attributes can be one of the 

five data types. Attributes can also be defined by extension elements. Such attributes have semantics 

defined by extensions as follows: 

 The concept extension can be used to define the name of the log, the trace or the event 

depending on its level 

 The lifecycle extension can be used to define the transition attribute for the events. This 

allows for the identification of start events, complete events, schedule events, etc. 

 The organizational extension can be used to define resource and role relations of the events 

in traces. 

 The time extension can be used to define the timestamp attribute of the events in traces. 

XES also has a concept called ‘classifiers’. These classifiers are specified by a set of attributes. A 

classifier is used to define an identity for an event by using a set of event attributes (i.e., attribute 

keys). If two events have the same values for such a set of attribute keys, then these two events are 

equal with respect to that event classifier [19]. For example, an activity classifier defined based on 

name and transition attributes of an event means that any two events with the same activity name 

and same transition are equal (i.e., they are the same activities). Events with different name-

transition pairs are then assumed to refer to different activities. 
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Figure 2.2 - Event lifecycle according to XES standard [20] 

XES standard defines an extension for an event’s lifecycle. According to this extension, an event can 

go through the states shown in Figure 2.2. Once a work item is scheduled for execution, it can be 

auto-skipped or scheduled. Once scheduled it is assigned to a resource or a group of resources. As 

long as the work item do not go through a “start” transition, it can be reassigned continuously or it 

can be skipped manually by the resource who is assigned the activity. Or the work item can be 

withdrawn. If the activity is started, there is possibility to suspend and resume it multiple times. At 

this stage, the work item can be completed, the activity may be aborted, or the process instance is 

aborted altogether. 

More detailed information about the XES format can be found on http://www.xes-standard.org/. 

2.2. PAIS’s, Case-Handling Systems and BPMone 

In this section, process aware information systems, the case-handling paradigm and BPMone 

concepts will be explained. A discussion of the work related to case-handling will be made. 

2.2.1. Process-aware Information Systems 

To support operational activities in organizations, information systems are used. Early examples were 

called workflow management systems, a term soon after replaced by business process management 

systems. BPMS’s have a larger scope than workflow management systems in the sense that its 

purpose is not limited to process automation. They are also used to provide more support for 

simulation, management and monitoring. While both workflow management systems and BPM 

systems aim to support operational processes, the more generic term “Process-Information Systems” 

(PAIS) is suggested to refer to such systems [1]. PAIS are defined as software systems that enable 

management and execution of business processes based on process models, and is a generic term 

that refers to most operational process supporting systems [1].  

In the 1990’s, organizations started to use workflow management concepts for realizing their 

enterprise information systems. Examples of such workflow management systems include Staffware, 

IBM MQSeries Workflow and COSA. Later workflow management systems offered generic modeling 

and enactment capabilities. By making graphical process definitions, it was possible to configure 

http://www.xes-standard.org/
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these systems to support business processes. Additionally, other popular software systems such as 

SAP and Oracle also adopted workflow technology [9].  

In many settings, standard workflow management systems tend to be too rigid. At run-time, 

processes often show deviations from the process model. Flexible behavior is difficult to represent 

with a single procedural model such as a BPMN or UML diagram. Attempts to capture all possibilities 

in a process model result in large and complex process models. Studies focus on new advanced 

modeling techniques to address flexibility issues. Workflow systems may implement alternative 

models so that cases can switch between these alternatives to cope with changes at run-time. 

Another way to deal with changes is “to go behind the system’s back” and the system becomes more 

of a problem than a solution [9]. The case handling paradigm emerged to address the intrinsic rigidity 

issues of workflow management technology. 

 

Figure 2.3 shows various types of PAIS’s. The ancestors of workflow technology are groupware and 

ad-hoc workflow technologies. Groupware systems are not process driven and its focus is mainly on 

communication and exchange of information [37]. For groupware, the process model has no 

significant meaning and it can be seen as a set of possible activities that can be executed on a case 

[3]. This means it has considerable flexibility which is suitable for unstructured processes. Ad-hoc 

workflows change the process model on-the-fly for one instance. Even though the process model is 

structured, it is subject to changes during handling of one case [37]. Production workflow systems 

strictly adhere to the process model and they are rigid, i.e., deviations from the process model are 

not allowed. Therefore, more guidance is given while being less flexible. 

Figure 2.3- Overview of PAIS's [3] 
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Figure 2.4 shows the trade-off between flexibility and support in PAIS’s. As flexibility increases, the 

support for user decreases because the guidance by a strict process model is less. As support 

increases, the user is guided by a rigid model that does not allow for deviations from the prescribed 

behavior of the process.  Case handling paradigm attempts to find a balance between flexibility and 

support. They have well-defined process models but they also offer various controls over the cases 

(e.g., skip, redo) to balance flexibility and support. 

2.2.2. Case-handling Concepts 

There are few commercial case-handling systems. Well-known examples are BPMone (formerly 

known as FLOWer), ECHO, CMDT and Vectus. Articles [5] and [37] contain brief information about 

these systems and some more related products. More references about these products can be found 

in the articles mentioned. There are also other case-handling tools which are built on top of other 

workflow management systems [37].   

Since there are not many examples of case handling systems, it is difficult to come up with 

generalization for case handling system characteristics. However, they still share common points 

[37]: 

 The focus is on the case rather than isolated activities 

 The process is data driven 

 There are parts of the process where the process model is implicit 

The focus of case handling is the case, rather than the ordering of the activities. The case is the 

“product” that is being worked on. And people who work on it should have a broad view on this 

product. For example, one needs to see a large portion of the information related to an evaluation 

for a job application or to decide on the outcome of a tax assessment [9]. 

Case handling aims to provide the user with a better overview of the cases. The limited view of the 

user on isolated activities in conventional systems is referred to as context tunneling. By looking at 

the case as a whole, case handling aims to solve the problem of context tunneling which is generally 

seen in workflow management systems. For example, in case handling systems, the worker can see 

the information that had been entered earlier by co-workers.  Also they can see what has been 

executed for the case and what more can or is going to be executed. This is favorable because 

otherwise, the users would become alienated with the case if their view is limited to a “tunnel 

Figure 2.4 - PAIS Tradeoffs [37] 
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vision”. This can result in a drop in work quality and job satisfaction. Also this property of case-

handling systems allows easier access to case information in a way that Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) systems do, by collecting all information on a case within a single view  [37].  

The case handling systems are data driven, unlike the task driven workflow management systems. A 

workflow management system sees the state of a case as the point where the ordered tasks are 

executed for that case. In other words, if a data element for a case is not used for routing along the 

process model, this data is not stored in the workflow management system [37]. The state in case-

handling systems is comprised of the complete data on the case. Even further, case handling allows 

for the definition of fine-grained tasks. In other words, activities are counted as completed when the 

specified data elements are present. And the remaining missing data elements define what activities 

still need to be performed to complete the case. The flexibility offered by this feature is one of the 

major shortcomings in workflow management systems. [37].  

In workflow management systems, there is an ordering to the tasks in the process. The ordering 

usually contains routings through the model. Also, in most workflow process models, there is a 

connection with resources that specifies permissions to execute each task. In case-handling systems, 

the process model is not as restrictive as in workflow management systems because of the user’s 

increased control over tasks (such as performing redo, bypass, rollback etc. on work items). Such 

controls leave the process model just as a ‘preferred’ control-flow and give the user the possibility to 

deviate from this flow [37]. 

2.2.3. BPMone Concepts 

Having explained the common concepts of case-handling systems, this section presents BPMone 

specific concepts. 

In BPMone, a case is handled by performing activities. According to workflow management systems, 

activities are atomic. That is, they are either carried out completely or not carried out at all. The 

concept of activity in BPMone is different than what is seen in workflow management technologies. 

In truth, the actual work is done at a more fine-grained level. In the case handling paradigm, activities 

are bits of work as they are seen by the workers and the transfer of work is likely or possible at these 

bits of work [9]. BPMone uses nodes to represent the points where some activity is involved. From 

atomicity point of view, it is possible to identify atomic and non-atomic nodes. Non-atomic nodes are 

called plan elements in BPMone and they are used as containers for other atomic or non-atomic 

nodes. Consequently, the contents of such (non-atomic) plan elements may be executed by multiple 

users at different times. Atomic nodes, on the other hand, are usually executed by just one user at 

one time and they cannot be drilled down further, i.e., they cannot contain other node elements. As 

activities are executed, these nodes move in the so-called “wave-front” from left (i.e., before) to 

right (i.e., behind). 
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Figure 2.5 - Movements of nodes at the wavefront 

Figure 2.5 shows all possible movements of nodes in BPMone.  The wavefront has three regions 

where the left side contains nodes to be processed. The right side contains nodes that are processed. 

The middle line contains the node(s) that should be executed at that moment (i.e., the node(s) that is 

being executed). A movement from center (or from left) to right may mean that a node is completed, 

skipped, refused or force closed. These are called the status of a node and they are denoted by the 

symbols (check, arrow, closed and cross symbols).  A movement from right to center (or left) is also 

possible as a result of performing a redo on a node. When a movement from left to center happens, 

it means that node’s turn has come to be processed. Most of the time the data elements produced 

when executing the process cause the nodes to move around the wavefront. 
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In workflow management systems, the state of a case is determined by its position in the control 

flow. In case handling paradigm, however, control flow does not fully determine the case’s state. It is 

also determined by the presence of data elements. Data elements are pieces of information which 

are assigned values when they are present. Workers have insight in the whole case when they are 

executing activities by seeing all the available data elements associated with the case currently they 

are working on, which is lacking in workflow management systems [9]. BPMone is data driven. A case 

proceeds when data values become available. If a data element is mandatory for an activity, this 

means that it is mandatory to enter a value for this data element during this activity. If a data object 

is restricted for an activity, then a value can only be entered for this data element during this activity 

and nowhere else [9]. The concept of mandatory and restricted data elements and how a case 

proceeds can be seen in Figure 2.6. 
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This step shows the process model. “Data 1” 
is mandatory for “Step 1” and “Step 2”. “Data 
2” is mandatory and restricted for “Step 2”. 
“Data 3” is mandatory for “Step 3”. “Data 4” 
is mandatory and restricted for “Step 4”. 
“Data 5” is restricted for “Step 4”. 
 
 
 
 
  

At “Step 1”, “Data 1” is given a value. It is the 
only mandatory data object for this step. So 
this step is done. Note that in this step, it is 
possible to give values to “Data 3”, too. But 
the rest of the data objects are restricted to 
certain steps, so they are not modifiable. 
 
 
  
“Data1” and “Data 2” are mandatory for 
“Step 2”. It is normally enough to give a value 
for “Data 2” and complete this step. 
However, values are provided for both “Data 
2” and “Data 3”. Note that “Data 2” is 
restricted to this step and cannot be written 
during another step. 
 
 
  

Since the mandatory data (“Data 3”) was 
already available when “Step 2” was 
completed, “Step 3” was completed 
automatically, and “Step 4” is already on the 
wavefront. 
 
 
 
 
  

“Data 4” is both mandatory and restricted for 
“Step 4”. “Data 5” is just restricted and not 
mandatory. So, when provided a value only 
for “Data 4”, this step is also done. It would 
not be possible to assign a value to “Data 5” 
in any other step. 
 
 
 
  

Figure 2.6 - Data objects and case progress [29] 
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Another important concept in BPMone is the definition of roles. The roles are defined at the level of 

each process. In other words, each process model can have its own ‘manager’ role. The roles are 

linked to each other using a hierarchical role graph. The role at the root of the graph is counted as 

having all of the roles under it. Therefore, a ‘manager’ role could perform everything that an 

‘employee’ role could perform, but not the other way around. For each activity, three types of roles 

have to be defined. First one is the execute role. This role is needed to carry out an activity. The 

second role is the redo role. This is needed to undo the activities to return the case to the state 

before executing the activity. The third role is the skip role, which is needed to bypass activities [9]. 

2.2.4. Discussion 

Effective business processes should be able to deal with the changes in their environment. Their 

ability to deal with such changes is termed process flexibility and is one of the key concerns in 

business process management [42]. 

 

Figure 2.7 - Taxonomy of process flexibility [42] 

In [42] the authors identify four main flexibility types as illustrated in Figure 2.7. This taxonomy of 

flexibility identifies four types of flexibility: flexibility by definition, flexibility by deviation, flexibility by 

underspecification, flexibility by change [42]. 

Flexibility by definition incorporates alternative paths in the control flow during the design time of 

the process model. By modeling alternative paths, selection of the most appropriate path can be 

made during runtime for each process instance. All workflow/business process management systems 

support this type of flexibility. For example, parallel activities defined at design time do not make 

restrictions on the actual ordering of activities and provide more flexibility than sequentially ordered 

activities [42]. 

Flexibility by underspecification is achieved by executing an incomplete process model that lacks 

sufficient information to allow for further execution. Such an incomplete process model contains one 

or more placeholders which are marked as underspecified and their contents are specified during the 

execution of the process. The enactment of placeholders are determined by one of the following 

approaches: late binding (the implementation of a placeholder is selected from a set of available 
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process fragments) or late modeling (a new process fragment is modeled to complete the given 

placeholder) [42]. 

Flexibility by change is the ability to modify a process definition at run-time and hence, moving one 

or all of the running process instances to a new process definition. Such changes can be introduced at 

an instance level or at the process type level. A monetary change is a change that affects one or more 

selected process instances. Postponing registration of a patient who came to the emergency room in 

a hospital is an example of such a change. An evolutionary change is a change made on the process 

definition which affects all new process instances. Redesign of a process is an example of the 

evolutionary change. Both changes may have side effects on running process instances: flexibility by 

change is shown to introduce many anomalies such as missing data, deadlocks, double work, etc. 

[42]... 

Flexibility by deviation is the ability for a process instance to deviate at runtime from the prescribed 

process model without altering the process definition. The deviation consists of changes in the 

execution sequence for a specific process instance. This does not require a change in the process 

definition. Undo, redo or skip are common deviations to achieve flexibility. BPMone of Perceptive 

Software (based on FLOWer which is developed by Pallas Athena) is a system that allows for various 

deviations at runtime of processes. BPMone supports the case handling paradigm to increase 

flexibility [42]. 

The first extensive and serious discussion of case-handling systems was presented in [9]. The case-

handling paradigm was introduced as an alternative to deal with the deficiencies of traditional 

workflow management systems. Comparisons to preceding approaches are made. The work also 

presented an implementation. The implemented system was called FLOWer which is the predecessor 

of BPMone and was implemented within Pallas-Athena (now known as Perceptive Software). The 

work presented contained definitions of concepts specific to FLOWer and BPMone. Most of these 

concepts are still valid and in use for BPMone. Moreover, some of these concepts are still accepted 

commonly for all case-handling systems and not just BPMone. 

Later on, the paradigm of case-handling received more attention and other competing products 

emerged on the market. In [37], the authors assess the case-handling systems and their capabilities 

by criticizing whether the traditional workflow management systems could over-perform case-

handling systems with small extensions. The extensions were suggested to improve flexibility of 

workflow systems and are inspired by the strengths of case-handling systems compared to workflow 

systems. The proposed extensions facilitate the use of case variables, a workflow execution status 

and jump facilities to be able to make the process execution more flexible.   

The authors also analyze different case-handling systems in the market and come up with an up-to 

date definition and characteristics of the case-handling paradigm.  

Most related to this thesis was the work presented in [5]. The authors focused on applying process 

mining to case-handling systems using FLOWer logs as an example. The article discusses the data-

centric nature of FLOWer and presents how this affects process mining and extraction. The ideas of 

data-centric, activity-centric and unified logs are presented with an implementation of the first two. 

The data-centric view on log extraction focuses on data elements without considering the control-

flow elements defined in the process model. The activity-centric view, on the other hand, focuses on 
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the control-flow elements without considering the data elements involved in the process. The log 

extraction methods are implemented without any abstraction. This means the user requires much 

knowledge about how things work out in FLOWer in order to understand the event log.  In this thesis, 

we aim to address both shortcomings by trying to consider data and control-flow simultaneously and 

mapping these views to generic event log concepts. 

In [3], a generic standard for event logs (i.e., MXML format) is proposed and a mapping from a 

widely-used information system to this event log standard is demonstrated. This work is relevant for 

this thesis in the sense that it contains translations from a specific system to a generic and 

standardized format. 

The work in [11] presents a generic tool that can be used (and is used in this thesis) to extract event 

logs from most systems. The extracted event logs follow the Extensible Event Stream (i.e., XES. See 

Section 2.1) standard. The tool provides many settings and options so that mapping different systems 

to XES standard is possible. 

2.3. Machine Learning Techniques 

Machine learning is a concept widely used in data mining to discover models and correlations 

explaining the characteristics of the input data. It uses various algorithms to make these discoveries 

and is also used to make predictions based on the discoveries made.  

In [49], machine learning is explained as a new rapidly growing technology to help people in mining 

knowledge from data which is normally difficult to assess manually by a human because of the 

amount and attributes of the data. 

General purpose data mining tools that contain some of these algorithms exist. One of the most 

notable tools is WEKA Data Mining Software [21] and it is used to implement a part of the approach 

presented in this thesis (i.e., the decision trees).  

In [49], an introduction to data mining is presented with a generalized view on machine learning 

algorithms and their evaluation. The authors also use WEKA as their data mining tool in 

demonstrating the concepts of data mining. 

2.3.1. Data Mining and Classification 

A dataset is a collection of objects and their attributes. Attributes are properties that partially define 

an object. Then a collection of attributes describe the object itself [44]. Usually, instead of listing 

every object in a large dataset using their attributes, the datasets are represented in terms of 

models. This is easier to understand and represent. 
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Figure 2.8 – From data to model [45]  

Data mining is defined as extracting non-trivial, implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful 

information from datasets. Classification and other predictive methods are data mining activities. 

Classification techniques usually use a collection of records. These records can be similar to the one 

shown in Figure 2.8 where each row contains a set of attributes one of which is the class attribute. 

Using such data, a model is found for the class attribute which is a function of the values of other 

attributes. This way, the class attribute for unseen data can be predicted by using the known values 

[44]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 - Mapping an attribute set into its class label [44] 

For example, Figure 2.8 tells us that every unseen object which has a refund attribute “yes” is of class 

(cheat attribute) “no”. If refund is “no”, and marital status is “married” then cheat is “no”. If refund is 

“no”, marital status is “single” or “divorced” and taxable income is lower than 80.000, cheat is “no”. 

If refund is “no”, the marital status is “single” or “divorced” and the taxable income is larger than 

80.000 then cheat is predicted as “yes”. 

Classification models can also be used as a descriptive tool to distinguish objects of different classes 

and to summarize data sets. Moreover, they are “most suited for predicting or describing data sets 

with binary or nominal categories” [44]. This relates to the goal of this thesis. Using classification, we 

can have a nice representation of contextual information inside an event log, which is abstracted to a 

meaningful level, and also we can obtain predictive information about unseen even data using the 

known ones. 

There are many algorithms that address classification problems. These can be mainly grouped into 

two categories: supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning methods are used to 

classify labels of objects based on their attributes Naïve Bayes classifiers, decision trees and linear 

models are examples of supervised learning methods. Unsupervised learning methods aim to find 
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correlations between a set of attributes where the concept of label or class is not used. Artificial 

neural networks and association rules are some examples [45].  Lack of the class labels make 

unsupervised methods harder to evaluate compared to supervised learning methods. 

Association rules are used to find rules about objects in a dataset by considering each possible 

combination of attributes in the dataset. This makes association rules an expensive approach. They 

can predict values for more than one attribute. They are usually used in problems of “market basket 

analysis”. For example, if product A and product B exists in an instance, then product C exists, too. 

Or, if product C and product D exist, then product A also exists. They consider the dataset as a whole 

and do not make predictions about one target class attribute. They also cannot handle numerical 

attributes. These make association rules unsuitable for our approach. 

Artificial neural networks are also promising learners. They are used where no assumptions are made 

about the dataset and where there is no formulation of an algorithm to solve the underlying 

structure. The “neurons” learn a model themselves and form a hidden layer of interacting attributes. 

Therefore, how they arrive at a conclusion remains unknown. They can make different predictions 

given the same input data. They are unsupervised learners and hence, they are not used to predict a 

labeled class. They are also sensitive to too small or too large datasets. 

Naïve Bayes classifiers are mainly used in text classification. The attributes are considered strictly 

independent from each other. This makes Naïve Bayes classifiers prone to use of correlated 

attributes as unnecessary attributes can distort the performance of the classifier. However, there are 

classifiers which are more robust against such use of additional, correlated attributes. 

Linear models are used to represent boundaries between labeled classes based on their attributes. 

However, drawing such linear boundaries between classes is often too simplistic. Extending linear 

models to non-linear models with more parameters become computationally complex in the training 

phase. With less data and more parameters, they start overfitting the data dramatically. They are 

also not-so good in visually representing the data.  

Decision trees are chosen to be the classifier used in this thesis mainly because of their ability to 

represent the data. Unlike most other classification techniques, the representation of the data can be 

understood and explained easily. Most other classification techniques have poor visualization of the 

data. Decision trees are suitable given our goal of representing (contextual) event attributes in an 

abstracted and meaningful way that relates attribute values and the class attribute based on their 

different values.  While they are limited to non-numeric class attributes, they can handle numerical 

attributes to predict class attributes. They can also handle missing data in certain attributes. They are 

fast, efficient and good at correlated attributes. They also have various mechanisms to reduce 

complex models to smaller ones without sacrificing too much from their accuracy.  

However, each different machine learning algorithm has its own strong and weak points and it would 

not be accurate to say that there is one machine learning algorithm suitable for all purposes. 

However, comparison of classification techniques and analysis of different algorithms are out of the 

scope of this thesis. For further information about classification and different classification 

techniques, the reader is referred to [24], [44] and [45]. 
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2.3.2. Decision Trees 

Decision trees are one of the classification techniques used in data mining. They are simple and 

widely used as a classification technique. A decision tree predicts the class of an object by asking 

series of questions about the object. With each answer to a question it routes the object from the 

root to one of its leaves, which denotes the predicted class [44]. Such a decision tree is shown in 

Figure 2.8. The tree is learned from the data set on the left. Based on the splitting nodes, the object 

goes towards the bottom of the tree based on the answers given on the splits. 

The decision trees are first introduced by J.R. Quinlan in his work in 1986 [34]. The algorithm was 

called ID3. ID3 was unable to cope with numerical attributes and it lacked a method to deal with 

missing data attributes in instances. Later on, in [35], it was shown how to simplify decision trees 

using different tree pruning techniques. To cover the shortcomings of ID3, the C4.5 algorithm was 

presented in [32]. The use of continuous attributes is also improved in C4.5 with the work presented 

in [33].  These features are also implemented in WEKA and are used for the approach presented in 

this thesis.  

Given a suitable dataset, decision trees have a high predictive accuracy with small computation 

efforts. They can handle missing values in a dataset (usually by considering them as a different value 

of that attribute). They can handle both numerical and nominal attributes (eye colors, ID numbers or 

zip codes [45]), however, most decision tree algorithms can only predict class attributes that have 

non-continuous values. They can represent other discrete-value classifiers (e.g. rule-based 

classifiers). They are non-parametric in the sense that they do not make assumptions about the 

space distribution, i.e., it does not assume any linear combinations of the attributes. This means that 

towards the minimum values of an attribute, the class attribute can get a value “A”. For the middle 

values the class can be “B”. For the higher values, the class can still be “A” and the decision trees can 

handle such non-parametric cases. They perform well if there are highly relevant attributes in the 

dataset [38]. They also offer lots of compaction possibilities if the tree turns out to be big and 

complex. 

2.4. Context and Operational Support in Business Processes 

Recently, new process mining techniques providing operational support regarding the future of 

incomplete cases emerged. Moreover, the context of business processes was not exploited well. The 

role of contextual information was considered more elaborately in terms of business process design 

and improvement in order to achieve flexibility in processes.  
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Figure 2.10 - Context layers that should be considered in process mining [4] 

In [4], the authors argued that analysts should take the context of business processes into account 

when analyzing the processes. Context for process mining is defined as a four layered model for 

context data: instance context, process context, social context, external context. It is stated that from 

outer to inner layers, there is a more direct relationship between the context data and its effects. 

And from inner to outer layers, the scope of context data expands to include more instances or even 

processes. Even though it is determined that context can influence processes and that context should 

not be neglected during process mining analysis, how to use contextual information in process 

mining is not discussed concretely. The four-layered model proposed in [4] is illustrated in Figure 

2.10. 
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Figure 2.11 – The onion model for process context classification [39] 

In [39] and [40], the authors argue that to achieve flexibility, one needs to consider the process in 

combination with its context rather than trying to work out new complicated modeling techniques. 

Existing modeling techniques are evaluated. It is stated that trying to achieve flexibility by using 

different modeling techniques can capture the reaction given by the process to a certain change. 

They propose to “contextualize” the business processes so that they capture the stimulus for the 

change rather than just the reaction given to the change in the process. The resulting product is a 

context-aware business process that changes behavior under different contextual conditions. This 

idea is promoted with examples and a framework that is used to find and combine the contextual 

elements of business processes to the process models. The proposed framework for context 

classification resembles an onion in the sense that it starts from factors inside the process that affect 

the process and extends to the outer world. This onion model can be seen in Figure 2.11. While it is 

valuable for modeling context-aware processes, it is at a higher level than what we need in our 

approach. We needed more concrete definitions of context and use these to extend event logs. Such 

tangible contextual attributes enabled us to use them in making predictions.  
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Figure 2.12 - "Puzzle" model for context-aware business process management [30] 

In [30] the idea of “learning from context” is introduced. It is stated that with the use of certain 

sensors (keeping track of contextual conditions), systems can record cases in the organization along 

with the contextual information. Later on, this historic data can be used to learn from past cases and 

conditions. It then becomes possible to make predictions about ongoing cases, conditions of which 

are identified by the same sensors which continuously “sense” the context of the process. This 

concept of learning is suggested as a continuous procedure where the historical data pool is 

extended as more cases are executed.  

Identification of context and contextual learning is not only limited to operational support but they 

span all stages in the lifecycle of a process. The authors suggest a model where there are 4 pieces for 

the context-awareness puzzle (Figure 2.12). They suggest that context learning can be applied to 

process identification, control and auditing. It involves correlating disturbances in the process to 

external events and learning how to react to different contextual conditions. Context modeling is 

suggested to help in AS-IS and TO-BE process modeling. It is used to model the cause-effect 

relationships between the contextual conditions and the process. Context taxonomies are suggested 

to standardize processes, perform benchmarking and identify best practices by providing a 

“standardized vocabulary”. The final piece, context-aware process operations, deals with process 

implementation, automation and operation by making use of historical and real-time data to support 

decision making or to discover process models for new contextual conditions [30]. However, the 

study does not propose a concrete decision making technique that can be used for predictions or 

recommendations. 

Most of the work related to predictions and recommendations focused on predicting the remaining 

times for running cases. And, similarly, most of the related work did not explicitly consider contextual 

information’s effect on predictions.  

One of the most notable works is presented in [8], where time predictions are made based on 

transition systems. Transition systems can show both frequently and rarely taken paths in a process. 

The approach in [8] is based on making use of this feature by grouping events that are involved in 

different process execution paths. After grouping the events in their respective transitions and 

states, their remaining case time information is used statistically to give predictions about unseen 

events that follow similar paths inside the process. Even though the different paths in a process are 

often just a partial characterization of the state of a case, all visits to a state (i.e., events) are treated 

as equals. This thesis follows the recommendations for future work presented in [8] by 

differentiating such events further based on the contextual information they contain and use this 

information to make predictions about running cases. 
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Another approach to predict the remaining time of a case is presented in [15]. Remaining case times 

are predicted with the help of non-parametric regression using activity durations, activity 

occurrences and case-data variables. The authors suggested an improvement to support predictions 

of attributes other than remaining case times and activity occurrences in [12]. They also pointed out 

that multiple occurrences of same activities in one case should be dealt with more smoothly in order 

to increase the accuracy in predictions. More detailed information about the approach can be found 

in the Master thesis written by R.A. Crooy [12]. 

A recommendation service is presented in [43] in which the current partial trace is compared to 

historic cases using trace abstractions, and set of possible activities are scored based on “do” and 

“don’t” calculations with a target function that aims to minimize cycle time of cases.  

In [36], short-term simulation is used to provide operational support for users’ decision-making. The 

information about a case’s current state is used along with a simulation model constructed (or 

derived/estimated) using the historical data maintained by the information system. By simulating the 

near future of the current case, the user is informed about what might happen next in the current 

case. 

Most related to the approach presented in this thesis is the work done in [16] where the authors 

perform an ad-hoc predictive clustering to distinguish different process executions varied by 

different contextual conditions. Each discovered process corresponds to a cluster of cases and is 

represented using a transition system. This can be related to the use of different process models 

under different contextual conditions as proposed by [39]. Based on each different transition system, 

time predictions are made using the approach in [8]. 

In [22], a comparison is made between approaches that are used to predict remaining case times. 

The comparison included simple approaches such as subtracting currently elapsed time from the 

average remaining time of all cases, as well as approaches where position of the case inside the 

process is considered. It is concluded that the latter outperformed simple approaches where no 

information about the position inside the process is considered. 

In [41], a case prediction method is proposed for a business process management system using linear 

regression. The approach took into account the resource capacity, case and work item queues, 

priority rules and control-flow which are considered specifically for the BPM system used in the 

approach. 

In [50], a prototype for a recommendation service is implemented. The approach used case-based 

reasoning to measure similarity of an ongoing case to the cases in a pool of historical data based on a 

target function. Target functions are used to evaluate scores for a target value defined for the 

process. The recommendations are then based on these target value scores. Since this approach uses 

case-based reasoning, the recommended values for cases or next activities have to have appeared in 

the historical data pool. 

In [25], the authors explore the relation between service times and workload of resources based on 

Yerkes-Dodson Law of Arousal. A definition of workload derived from event logs is partially used and 

implemented in our approach since this information is directly related to a process’ context and can 
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be used in predictions. In [25], the authors also pointed out to the possibility of using this 

information to help users in decision making when executing business processes. 

In [6] and [26], operational support tools are proposed and implemented. These works focus on 

making the connection between the user, the ongoing case, and the derived predictive information 

rather than the method to derive predictive information solely. This is done by queries that give 

simple diagnostics about the case until now, checks for conformance of execution compared to past 

cases, predicts the future by looking at similar cases’ futures and recommends the best options 

among the predictions. 

One of the significant drawbacks noticed in these related works is that most studies consider only the 

remaining case time. This is understandable from a business value point of view. Remaining case 

times are important performance indicators in business processes. Hence, it is also what we will 

predict when evaluating our approach. However, we propose a more generic approach applicable to 

any kind of event attribute. This makes our approach unique in the sense that it is easily applicable to 

ad-hoc situations and is not only limited to remaining case times. 

Most approaches do not explicitly consider contextual information or do so in an ad-hoc manner. For 

example, most authors based their predictions on cases that followed similar paths, resource 

capacity or case traffic. However, there was no attempt to capture a wider context in a generic 

manner. In our approach, we explicitly consider the role of context and offer a customizable choice 

of contextual attributes when making predictions. 
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3. Extracting Standard Event Logs from BPMone 
This chapter presents a standardized way to extract event logs from BPMone. In Section 3.1, a 

conceptual mapping from BPMone concepts to standard event log concepts is given. In Section 3.2, 

we describe tool support to extract event logs from BPMone by using the conceptual mappings and 

XESame.  

3.1. Mapping of BPMone Concepts to XES Elements 

This section maps the concepts of nodes and data elements in BPMone to their corresponding XES 

elements. 

3.1.1. Defining Events 

The first step in mapping BPMone information to an event log is to define events. The notion of 

atomic and non-atomic (i.e., plan elements) nodes was mentioned in Section 2.2.3. Movements of 

atomic nodes (i.e., nodes that are not plan elements) are chosen to be the events, and non-atomic 

nodes (i.e., plan elements) are considered as containers (i.e., sub-processes) for the atomic and other 

non-atomic nodes. The main reason for this choice is that usually non-atomic nodes (since they are 

sub-processes) consist of multiple work handover points, multiple finer grained events executed by 

multiple users. Instead of using these coarse-grained elements as events, we use their children that 

do not have any more children. 

3.1.2. Defining Event Lifecycle 

Another difficulty in mapping BPMone concepts to XES is to define start transitions for an event. 

When a node is executed, the next node(s) is ready for execution immediately. But this does not 

mean that the next node’s execution is started. It could be the case that the user executes a node 

but does not have the required role to execute the next node. In such a scenario, the case is closed 

and waits for the required role for further handling. Moreover, due to the controls offered to the 

user by case-handling systems, it is possible to skip or redo nodes. Therefore the event lifecycle is 

different than the usual ‘start’ – ‘complete’ pairs seen in event logs.  

To be able to define BPMone event logs in XES format, it is necessary to relate the events to the 

event lifecycle as defined by XES standard in Figure 2.2. Table 3.1 shows how the movements of 

nodes (i.e., events in BPMone) are mapped to the event lifecycle of XES. Note that this follows from 

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.5 where the movements of nodes are mapped on to XES’ definition of an 

event’s lifecycle. 
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Table 3.1- Movements mapped to XES lifecycle extension 

Movement Event Type “WHERE…” 

 
‘schedule’ 

…the node is positioned before the 
wavefront, regardless of the old position; and 
the node is not a plan element 

 
‘assign’ 

…the node is positioned at the wavefront, 
regardless of the old position; and the node is 
not a plan element 

 
‘complete’ 

…the node is positioned behind the 
wavefront; and its old position was at the 
wavefront; and the node’s current status is 
‘Completed’; and the node is not a plan 
element. 

 ‘manualskip’ 

…the node is positioned behind the 
wavefront; and its old position was at the 
wavefront; and the node’s current status is 
‘Skipped’; and the node is not a plan 
element. 

 

‘autoskip’ 

…the node is positioned behind the 
wavefront; and its old position was before 
the wavefront; and the node’s current status 
is ‘Completed’ or ‘Skipped’; and the node is 
not a plan element. 

 

‘withdraw’ 

…the node is positioned behind the 
wavefront; regardless of the old position; and 
the node’s current status is ‘Refused’ or 
‘Force Closed’; and the node is not a plan 
element. 

 

3.1.3. Integration of Data and Control-Flow 

The event logs extracted from BPMone cover both the data-flow perspective and the control flow 

perspective. This is an improvement over previous approaches (e.g., [5]) where the event logs 

extracted from FLOWer (BPMone’s predecessor) are classified as data-centric and activity centric. In 

[5], unified logs (i.e., logs that merge data-centric and activity-centric logs) are discussed but not 

concretely illustrated. For data-centric and activity-centric logs, the logged entries are extracted 

using FLOWer’s semantics without mapping them to a standard such as XES. Moreover, both 

implementations did not pay much attention to filtering out redundant database entries resulting 

from internal steps of FLOWer.  

FLOWer (and BPMone) keeps track of data and activities on separate database tables. To be able to 

extract a unified event log from BPMone, the integration of data elements into the control-flow 

perspective has to be done carefully by understanding the underlying structure and relating the both 

views correctly in order not to distort the information contained [5]. This is done by associating the 

data elements in one table with their respective events (i.e., node movements) in the other table. 
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Figure 3.1 - A case execution in BPMone 

After defining the activities, an event’s lifecycle and their integration with data, a more complete 

view of conceptual mappings can be obtained. Figure 3.1 shows a new case in progress. In (I), two 

nodes are seen: “Claim Start”, which does not contain any other nodes in it, and “Register Claim”, 

which is a plan element that contains other nodes in it. Both nodes are contained in “Motor Claim” 

plan element, which is the ‘root’ plan. According to our definition, we would like to have the 

movements of “Claim Start” as events in our event log. The movements of “Motor Claim” or 

“Register Claim” nodes will not be captured in the event log because they are plan elements and 

have many nodes in them. The “atomic” nodes within them, however, will be considered.  In (II) two 

data elements are produced by entering values for them. As soon as this is done, the node “Claim 

Start” moves behind the wavefront. We defined such a movement as a ‘complete’ event. As soon as 

this movement happens, “Register Claim” moves to the wavefront. If we navigate inside this plan 

element, we see that there is a “Collect case data” node which moved to the wavefront. This 

movement should appear in the event log because it complies with our definition of an ‘assign’ 

event. 

 

Figure 3.2 – A view of the database corresponding to a case execution 

Therefore we should have three entries as events. Figure 3.2 illustrates the result of our conceptual 

mapping in a database fragment. The first event is “Claim Start” moving to the wavefront as the 

result of case’s creation. No data is entered for this step. The second entry tells that “Claim Start” has 

moved to behind the wavefront and values have been entered (for Case_Data_1 and Case_Data_2) 

during this event. At the same time (implied here by the same “seq_nr” values of the second and 

third entry) “Collect case data” has moved to the wavefront. The entered data is also associated with 

this movement. 
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Figure 3.3 - An XES log fragment corresponding to a case execution 

Once the mapping is done to generate a view on the database as shown in Figure 3.2, an extraction 

tool can be used on this view to practically map each database view entry to an XES event log. This 

would produce a trace in the event log as shown in Figure 3.3 (a) and the trace would have events as 

shown in Figure 3.3 (b).  

3.2. Tool Support for Mapping BPMone Data to XES Event Logs 

The previous section described how we should interpret the concepts in BPMone in terms of an XES 

event log. This section will describe tool support for practically extracting such event logs and will 

describe how to generate the suitable database view (e.g., Figure 3.2) to perform the extraction. 

3.2.1. XESame: A Tool for Event Log Extraction 

XESame is an application that is capable of connecting to most databases to allow extracting event 

logs in XES format. The log extractor can define the details of the mappings that are used to connect 

the database elements to XES elements. Log, trace and event elements can be defined in a generic 

way and attributes for all of these elements can be defined effortlessly. Therefore, we use XESame as 

our tool to carry out the conceptual mapping that is explained in the previous section. The details of 

XESame can be found in [11].  

3.2.2. BPMone Table Descriptions and Relations 

In BPMone terminology, a process is called a case type. Each case type has a unique identifier and a 

corresponding definition in the database. This definition is stored in table ‘case_type_basic’. 

According to this table, each row represents an element of the case which can either be a node 

element or a data element. Fields of this table are defined in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 - Description of 'case_type_basic' 

case_type_basic  Description 

class_id Unique identifier of the case type being defined 

plan_id Unique identifier of the plan element that a node belongs to 

obj_id Unique identifier of the node/data element in the indicated plan level 

obj_type If the element is a node (1) or data (2) element 

obj_kind Kind of node/data element 

prnt_pln_id Unique identifier of the plan level that current sub-plan belongs to 

prnt_obj_id Unique identifier of the node that contains the current sub-plan 

name Name of node/data element 

 

According to the case type definition, each case has layers defined as plans. Each object in a layer is 

associated with a unique identifier defined as ‘obj_id’. ‘obj_type’ defines if an object is a node or a 

data element. Depending on ‘obj_type’, ‘obj_kind’ defines what kind of node or data element the 

object is. If it is a data element, object kind may indicate that the data is of type ‘string’, ‘int’, 

‘Boolean’ etc. If it is a node element, it indicates if it is a plan node, a decision node, an action node, 

or a form filling activity. If it is any kind of plan element, then it has the ability to hold more nodes in 

itself and a new sub-process level is defined inside the process. ‘prnt_obj_id’ refers to such plan 

elements and ‘prnt_pln_id’ refers to the layer it belongs to. 

There are two tables in BPMone database to store information regarding the case executions.  Table 

‘mgmt_case_raw’ stores case creations, every node movement in a case, as well as case 

openings/closings. Table ‘mgmt_case_data’ stores every data element change in a case. 

In our approach, the node movements will be considered as events to be mapped to an event log. 

Therefore the table ‘mgmt_case_raw’ will be used. A row in this table represents one node in one 

specific case of one specific process. ‘node_pos’ values will be used to determine the node’s position 

in the wavefront. Values 1, 2 and 3 mean that the node is “before”, “at” and “behind” the wavefront, 

respectively. ‘node_status’ denotes the status of the node after its movement. Values 1, 2, 3 and 4 

denote completed, skipped, refused and force closed, respectively.  The definition of this table is 

shown in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 - Description of 'mgmt_case_raw' 

mgmt_case_raw  Definition 

object_id  Unique identifier of a case within the same case type 

class_id  Unique identifier of a case type 

time_diff  Actual time passed after the previous logging. Previous loggings include case 
opening/closing (including both for ‘read only’ or ‘write’) 

plan_id  Unique identifier of the plan level that node belongs to in the current case 

base_id  Unique identifier of the plan level that node belongs to in the case type definition 

node_id  Unique identifier of the node in the indicated plan level 

node_pos  Node’s position with respect to the wavefront. 

node_status  Node’s new status 

reg_id  Identifier of the user causing the activity 

reg_class_id  Class identifier of the user causing the activity 

seq_nr  Transaction number of the movement(s) being logged at this time 

upd_nr  Number of changes recorded for the case 

reg_at  Timestamp 

 

In BPMone, the updates (i.e., node movements) come as bursts of movements. For example, when a 

case is created, there are multiple rows entered in these tables. Each burst of movements get the 

same ‘seq_nr’ while each row with the same ‘seq_nr’ has a different, incremental ‘upd_nr’ value. 

‘plan_id’ shows the plan level of a specific node inside the ongoing case. This value is different from 

‘base_id’ only for plan elements that are instantiated a number of times, where this numbers 

become clear during case run-time. Such nodes are called dynamic plan elements and have a 

‘plan_id’ that is not defined in the case type’s definition. But they are mapped to the definition 

through the ‘base_id’ which serves as a template. For non-dynamic plan elements, ‘plan_id’ and 

‘base_id’ values are the same 

The table ‘mgmt_case_data’ is used to extract the data elements. A row in this table represents one 

data element in one specific case of one specific process. A row shows the new value of the data 

element after a value becomes available for it. If the data element is a string, the value will be shown 

in ‘str_val’. If it is an integer, then it will be shown in ‘int_val’, etc… The table definition is shown in 

Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 - Description of 'mgmt_case_data' 

mgmt_case_raw  Definition 

object_id  (See Table 3.3) 

class_id  (See Table 3.3) 

plan_id  Unique identifier of the plan level data element belongs to in the current case 

base_id  Unique identifier of the plan level data element belongs to in the case type definition 

data_id  Unique identifier of the data element in the indicated plan level 

str_val Most recent string value (if applicable) of the data element after the change 

int_val Most recent integer value (if applicable) of the data element after the change 

date_val Most recent date value (if applicable) of the data element after the change 

reg_id  (See Table 3.3) 

reg_class_id  (See Table 3.3) 

seq_nr  (See Table 3.3) 

upd_nr  (See Table 3.3) 

reg_at  (See Table 3.3) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 - Relationship between activities, data elements, users and the process 

Figure 3.4 shows the logical relationship between the tables involved in case executions.  Since the 

purpose of this log extraction procedure is to find out about activities, our focus will be 

‘mgmt_case_raw’ table. However, we will use the help of other tables to give meanings to the 

entries in ‘mgmt_case_raw’. 
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Figure 3.5 – Node, node movement and user relations for activities 

There will be several numbers in one row of ‘mgmt_case_raw’ table. We use other tables as look-up 

tables so that we can find out what these numbers mean. For example, the name of the nodes and 

the users involved in the node movements. Figure 3.5 illustrates how this is done. By looking up 

‘class_id’, ‘base_id’ and ‘node_id’ values from ‘case_type_basic’ we can obtain the name of the node. 

We can obtain more information about this node by looking at the node’s ‘obj_kind’ in 

‘case_type_basic’, i.e., we can find out if this node is a plan element. Plan elements have values 5, 6, 

7 or 9 for their ‘obj_kind’ in ‘case_type_basic’.  Similarly, we can look up the user’s name from 

‘idents’ table by relating ‘reg_id’ and ‘reg_class_id’ in ‘mgmt_case_raw’ to ‘ident_id’ and ‘class_id’ in 

‘idents’, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.6 - Relating node elements to data elements 
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Another problem is to include information about data elements in these rows of node movements. 

We can relate data element logs by the burst of sequences and their timestamps. A data element 

logging related to a movement will have the same sequence number as the node movement logging 

and their timestamps will vary just by small fractions. Figure 3.6 shows the relations that are 

maintained by node and data elements. Additionally, to find out about the name of the data 

elements we need to look up the name from ‘case_type_basic’ by using the “base_id” and “data_id”. 

3.2.3. Mapping Tables to XES Elements 

To be able to map all these information to XES, XESame needs to be presented with a suitable view 

of the database which contains all the desired information.  

In our approach, we formulated a view in which each row of the view is an event (similar to Figure 

3.2). So, to be able to capture the movements of multiple nodes, multiple rows in the actual 

database table need to be obtained in a single row. Also, in the data element table, there are 

multiple rows for a single movement. These are the rows corresponding to the changes in different 

data elements. To be able to represent an event in a single row, these multiple rows should be 

integrated into a single row, too. 

We follow two sequential steps to achieve this. First step is to capture the node movements. This is 

done by joining the node table (i.e., ‘mgmt_case_raw’) with itself so that the output is the same 

table with just one new column that shows a node’s previous position with respect to the wavefront 

(‘old_node_pos’ in Table 3.5). This way, for each entry in ‘mgmt_case_raw’ we obtain the previous 

position of that entry (i.e., of that node). 

Second step is to capture the changes in multiple data elements. This is done by identifying all logged 

data elements from the data table first. Once we have the logged data elements, we create a 

database view such that the node table is extended with as many new columns as the different data 

elements. The values of these columns should be the data values of the elements seen in the data 

table rows. In other words, the rows in ‘mgmt_case_data’ will be transposed into a single node 

movement row. 

These two steps combined with the relations shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 yield the view shown 

in Table 3.5 on the database. Each row in Table 3.5 describes a column in the view generated by this 

approach. Each row of this database view is an event that is ready to be mapped using XESame. 
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Table 3.5 - Database view after establishing all links in the database 

Actual Column 
(Table Name(s)) 

Description 

class_id 
(mgmt_case_raw 
mgmt_case_data 
case_type_basic) 

Unique number of the case type (process) 

object_id 
(mgmt_case_raw 
mgmt_case_data) 

Unique number of the case 

base_id, node_id 
(mgmt_case_raw) 

+ 
plan_id, obj_id 
(case_type_basic) 

 

Unique identification of a node as described in the case type 
definition table 

name 
(case_type_basic) 

Name of the node as described in the case type definition 
table 

old_node_pos The previous position of the node belonging to this row 

node_pos 
(mgmt_case_raw) 

The current position of the node belonging to this row 

node_status 
(mgmt_case_raw) 

The current status of the node belonging to this row 

obj_type 
(case_type_basic) 

The type of node as described in the case type definition table 

seq_nr 
(mgmt_case_raw, 
mgmt_case_data) 

Number of the current node movement sequence 

name 
(idents) 

Name of the user as defined in the user table 

time_diff 
(mgmt_case_raw) 

Length of the activity as defined in the node movement table 

reg_at 
(mgmt_case_raw, 
mgmt_case_data) 

Timestamp for the current row 

data_name_1 
data_name_2 
data_name_3 

. 

. 

. 
(mgmt_case_data) 

Data element fields after transposing the data table into the 
node movement table 

 

It should be noted that this view does not yet make a distinction on the interpretation of node 

movements and the nodes that are plan elements. We should filter out each event’s lifecycle using 

the new and old node position information. Also, we need to distinguish only the nodes that are not 

plan elements. 

Table 3.6 shows how to filter each node movement that corresponds to an event type as defined by 

XES standard’s lifecycle extension (see Figure 2.2 and Table 3.1). This is done by using the ‘node_pos’ 

and ‘old_node_pos’ values we generated by joining ‘mgmt_case_raw’ with itself. We denote this 

joint view with alias ‘mcr’ in Table 3.6. Position values 1, 2 and 3 mean that the node is “before”, “at” 
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and “behind” the wavefront, respectively. It was shown that node statuses are also important in 

mapping node movements to XES standard’s event lifecycle extension. This information is in 

‘node_status’ column in ‘mcr’. ‘node_status’ values of 1, 2, 3 or 4 denote that the node is completed, 

skipped, refused or force closed respectively. 

To remove plan elements from the selection, we use ‘obj_kind’ values in ‘case_type_basic’ (shown 

with alias ‘ctb’ in Table 3.6). Plan elements have values 5, 6, 7, or 9 as ‘obj_kind’ and these values are 

excluded from the selection.   

Table 3.6 - Selecting desired nodes and node movements for events and event types, respectively; in accordance with 
Table 3.1 

Movement Event Type “WHERE…” 

 
‘schedule’ 

mcr.node_pos=3 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>5 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>6 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>7 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>9 

 
‘assign’ 

mcr.node_pos=2 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>5 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>6 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>7 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>9 

 
‘complete’ 

mcr.node_pos=1 and 

mcr.old_node_pos=2 and 

mcr.node_status=1 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>5 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>6 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>7 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>9 

 ‘manualskip’ 

mcr.node_pos=1 and 

mcr.old_node_pos=2 and 

mcr.node_status=2 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>5 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>6 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>7 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>9 

 

‘autoskip’ 

mcr.node_pos=1 and 

mcr.old_node_pos=3 and 

(mcr.node_status=1 OR 

mcr.node_status=2) and 

ctb.obj_kind<>5 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>6 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>7 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>9  

 

‘withdraw’ 

mcr.node_pos=1 and 

(mcr.node_status=3 OR 

mcr.node_status=4) and 

ctb.obj_kind<>5 and  

ctb.obj_kind<>6 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>7 and 

ctb.obj_kind<>9 

 

Finally, it is necessary to map this view to the XES elements as shown in XES meta-model in Figure 

2.1. We have used XESame to establish this connection between the database and the XES meta-

model.  
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Figure 3.7 – Mapping database view to XES using XESame 

For each event type (i.e., assign, complete, etc…) a different event type is created within XESame as 

shown in Figure 3.7 (b). Then column names (Figure 3.7 (a)) are mapped with XES elements within 

XESame (Figure 3.7 (b)) where log and trace elements are specified by ‘mcr.class_id’ and 

‘mcr.object_id’ (Figure 3.7 (a)). The corresponding XES elements of the columns described in Table 

3.5 are summarized in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8 - Summary of database – XES meta-model mapping 

(a)

(b)
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4. Extending Event Logs with Contextual Information 
To provide accurate process analysis, context of business processes should be considered. Recently, 

several authors pointed out the importance of context for business process design, improvement and 

flexibility [30] [39] [40] [46]. However, in this chapter, the emphasis will be on the role of contextual 

information in process mining.  Since the starting point for process mining is an event log, we will 

consider contextual information from an event log point of view [4]. One can come up with 

innumerably many contextual attributes for business processes. For this reason, a classification of 

the context that can be added to event logs will be presented in this chapter. Different types of 

context will be identified for event log extensions that result in valuable information (e.g., predictive 

information as will be explained in Chapter 5). It is important to point out that process mining is not 

limited to control-flow discovery but can provide analysts and process owners with valuable insights 

related to organizational, performance, time and data aspects [4]. Therefore, consideration of 

context can add significant value to process mining.  

This chapter starts with a brief discussion on the context of business processes. Then contextual 

information will be related to process mining and a classification will be proposed for extending 

event logs with contextual information. After that, tool support in the form of ProM plug-ins will be 

presented to demonstrate the feasibility of adding contextual attributes to event logs. 

4.1. Context of a Business Process 

In [14] the word “context” is defined as follows for computing environments: 

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an 

entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the 

interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications 

themselves.” 

Based on this definition, the context of a business process is any piece of information that is relevant 

to a business process and that characterizes the behavior of the business process. As is illustrated by 

this definition, context is a broad concept. 

The term “context” for business processes has emerged from the need for flexibility in process 

executions. By considering the context of business processes, one takes into account the dynamism 

of the environment in which the process takes place [46].  Organizations often face difficulties in 

responding to the constant changes in their environment and they need flexible business processes 

to deal with changes. The focus of the research on process flexibility has mainly been on advanced 

process modeling techniques (i.e., flexibility by definition, see Section 2.2.4 and Figure 2.7). Recently, 

various authors started to emphasize the importance of “context-awareness” and “contextualization 

of business processes” [40] [46]. 

Impact of context on business processes can be explained with an example: 

 A smoothly running process faces a significant increase in incoming orders for a product. 

 Rate of incoming orders are higher than the resources can handle. 

 Workload of resources becomes very high and this reduces their performance. 
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 The number of cases being worked on at one time increases. 

 Delayed responses are given to the incoming orders. 

 Customer satisfaction drops, and the organization loses customers.  

The conclusion is that the process calls for flexibility under such changing conditions and this is 

achieved by being aware of the context. 

4.2. Contextual Information and Process Mining 

In its most common form, an event log contains event names, resources that are involved in those 

events and timestamps. Usually, event logs have few additional data elements. Moreover, most 

process mining activities consider the process (i.e., the event log) in isolation [27]. Ideally, no 

abstraction should be made from the process’ context and contextual information should be 

considered during process mining [4].  

In previous section, we used an example to explain how a process might show different 

characteristics under different conditions. These conditions can be learned from contextual 

information. Predictions can be made to support users under similar conditions (e.g., high incoming 

cases) using the contextual information. However, it is very likely that an event log would not contain 

information about the context. 

 

Figure 4.1 - Event log fragments (a) without contextual information (b) extended with contextual information 

Figure 4.1 shows two fragments of an event log. Figure 4.1 (a) shows an event log without contextual 

information. When the first trace is considered, it took 2 days for the order to be handled. For the 

second trace, the case continued for almost a month. Looking at the event log only, we cannot tell 

why this had happened. Figure 4.1 (b) shows an event log with contextual information. Now, when 

we compare the two traces, the difference between the values of contextual attributes gives an idea 

about why the second case was delayed. When the order was registered and checked, a very high 
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number (compared to the other events) is observed for workload of the user and how busy the 

organization is (in terms of open cases and case arrivals). Such information could be used to make 

predictions about remaining time of running cases. For contextual attributes that represent more 

relaxed conditions, a low remaining time can be predicted. For higher values, longer remaining times 

can be predicted. 

Interpreting contextual information in such a useful way can be done by using algorithms for 

machine learning. Such techniques would help finding correlations between contextual information 

and process behavior and consequently, provide accurate predictions about running cases [30].  

4.3. Classification of Contextual Information 

In the previous section we explained how contextual information could be used in process mining 

and in deriving predictive information. Our example mentioned different contextual attributes. Case 

arrivals to the organization or open cases in the organization’s information system are attributes that 

affect the analyzed process. But they extend beyond the process’ boundaries and are not affected by 

the status or the properties of the process. They are metrics related to the whole organization. 

Workload of the user inside the process, on the other hand, is a metric that stays within the 

boundaries of the process. It is a metric determined by the activity of that user inside that specific 

process. Contextual attributes can also differ in terms of the source they are extracted from. For 

example, it is possible to estimate the workload of a resource by examining the event log. To find out 

about the number of open cases in multiple processes at a specific time, information in the event log 

would not suffice and one should tap into the organization’s information system. 

In this section we will provide a systematic approach to classify contextual information with respect 

to its type and source. The primary focus is on extending event logs with contextual information in 

order to use this information during process mining. The classification also serves as a guide for the 

process analyst. It stimulates the search for contextual information that has an effect on a process. It 

might reveal partial correlations between contextual attributes and process behavior; and lead the 

analyst towards relevant contextual attributes. Specifying a source of contextual information can 

reveal necessities for new algorithms or different query languages to derive contextual attributes 

from the source. 
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Figure 4.2 - Two-dimensional contextual information space for extending event logs 

Our approach will consider contextual information in a two dimensional space as shown in Figure 4.2. 

On the x-axis, we differentiate the contextual information between those which can be derived from 

the event log (internal source) and those which can only be obtained from external sources (e.g., web 

pages or from diagnostics within PAISs). On the y-axis, we identify three types of contextual 

information. Process context comprises information that is limited by the boundaries of the process 

(i.e., it does not contain resource or any other type of information about multiple processes, or the 

organization but only about the process). Similarly, the organization context consists of information 

exceeding the boundaries of the process but falling inside the organization. External context contains 

information that falls outside the organization and the organization’s control. 

Most of the papers on contextual information mention the concept of “context layers” or “levels” [4] 

[39]. This corresponds to the y-axis in Figure 4.2. However, the source aspect is generally neglected 

or it is assumed that the process context is constantly monitored for contextual conditions which 

requires presence of “sensors” [30]. It might as well be the case that a system is lacking such sensors 

or adopt them at a later time. Then the contextual information has to be derived somehow. The 

acquisition of contextual attribute is addressed by the x-axis in Figure 4.2. The use of such sensors 

inside enacted processes in combination with an historical event log extended with contextual 

information would enable better operational support and provide flexibility under different 

contextual conditions. Even if a system does not have such “sensors”, extending event logs with 

contextual information could still reveal valuable information for process analysts and process 

owners. 

4.3.1. Context Types 

When extending event logs, we consider three different types of context. Process context referring to 

the data related to the process, and all entities contained in the process in isolation. Organization 

context referring to the data related to organization and all entities contained in the organization. 

And external context referring to the data related to the entities that are external to the 
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organization. All three types of context may have contextual attributes that could be added to the 

events in a log and they may influence the process behavior and performance. 

4.3.1.1. Process Context 

Process context contains information about entities that do not extend beyond the boundaries of the 

process. This is including, but not limited to, information about multiple process instances, social 

aspects within the process, data or control-flow elements of the process.  

Process context extends beyond the relations between individual instances and deals with process-

wide conditions that affect process’ behavior and performance. A workload estimation based on only 

the process would characterize the situation of the process. Similarly, arrival rate of cases or current 

open cases in the process characterize the process’ situation.  

4.3.1.2. Organization Context 

Organization context contains contextual information related to the organization in isolation. This is 

including, but not limited to, information about multiple processes of the organization, social aspects 

inside the organization or the culture of the organization.  

While the handover of work inside a process would belong to process context, other social aspects 

such as changes in higher level positions inside the organization would belong to the organization 

context. Because the former characterizes the situation of the process, and the latter extends 

beyond the process. Therefore we say that the latter belongs to the organization context. 

4.3.1.3. External Context 

This level contains information about anything that is beyond the boundaries of the organization or 

the process. Information related to politics, economics, science, competitors, partners or suppliers 

can be considered as the external context [39]. Similar to the relation of multiple process information 

being in organization’s context, information about multiple organizations (partners or rivals) would 

extend to external context. 

Consequently, classification of context types follows a sequential approach.  

 First we consider a contextual attribute and see if the information expressed by this attribute 

extends beyond the boundaries of the process.  

 If it does not, we say that it belongs to the process context.  

 If it extends beyond the boundaries of the process, it either belongs to the organization or 

the external context. 

 If the information expressed by this attribute does not extend beyond the organization’s 

boundaries, then it belongs to the organization context.  

 If it extends beyond the organization’s boundaries, then it belongs to the external context. 

4.3.2. Contextual Information Sources 

Contextual information is not always readily available in event logs or in the source from which the 

event log is extracted. It is usually necessary to have sensors or monitors to keep track of such 

information [30]. Often, this is not the case. Our main goal in this section is to distinguish two sources 

for contextual information. These are defined as internal sources (event log itself) or external 

sources. Determining the information source will also help defining how the information will be 

extracted.  
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4.3.2.1. Internal Source (Event Log) 
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Figure 4.3- Extracting contextual information from the event log 

Event logs can be used to produce meaningful contextual information without having to use external 

information sources. Usually, some algorithms or structured approaches are necessary to extract 

implicit contextual information from event logs. This is outlined in Figure 4.3. Using the event log as 

the information source means the contextual information will be derived by examining the entities 

inside the log. For example, contextual information can be created by aggregating information 

related to low-level events. This can be a sequence or a combination of certain events, certain values 

of specific event attributes, certain periods seen in timestamps or certain sequence of event 

transitions (such as schedule event - withdraw event).  Sometimes the log may need preprocessing 

before performing an extension. An example would be to sort the log using the timestamp of events. 

Then, for example, look for a ‘withdraw’ event in the certain number of past events where this 

number is specified by the settings. 

Depending on the process, process specific contextual attributes can be extracted by using process or 

organization specific event attributes. More generic extensions are also possible by relating certain 

entities in the log. Determining a specific contextual attribute will shed some light on choosing or 

implementing the algorithm or the procedure. 

4.3.2.2. External Source 

There is contextual information that plays a role in the behavior or performance of a process but that 

is not recorded inside event logs or inside the sources where the event log is coming from. Such 

information may be recorded somewhere within the PAIS but cannot be derived from the initial 

event log. The information may also be recorded along with the events but left out during log 

extraction for some reason. Or it could be that the information is completely decoupled from the 

PAIS. The sought information can be found in some other database, file or on the web.  
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Figure 4.4 - Extracting contextual information from external sources 

Using external sources for contextual information involves some information to be sent to the 

external source. The received response is used as the new contextual event attribute. This is outlined 

in Figure 4.4. It is also necessary to work on certain algorithms or structured approaches (e.g., SQL 

queries) to generate the information at the external source’s side. This requires further parameters 

which may or may not be present inside the event log. 

4.4. Contextual Attributes for Event Logs 

In this section we will describe event log extensions on a conceptual level by giving examples for each 

of the six types of contextual information identified in Figure 4.2. Put differently: we will talk about 

each combination of the two dimensions. 

4.4.1. Process Context Extraction from Event Log 

Workload of Resources 

 It is possible to estimate a resource’s workload at a specific time by using the event log. By 

calculating the number of activities that have been executed over a particular period or by 

counting the number of activities assigned to resources, a workload attribute can be 

obtained [25]. 

 Workload is a factor that affects working speed of resources. Moreover, a high workload is 

an indicator of how busy a process is. 

 Therefore, a contextual attribute representing the workload can be used to predict activity 

durations and remaining time of cases under varying workload. Since a high workload may 

result in skipping activities in a case, it can also be used to predict and recommend next 

activities in the process. 

Remaining Time of Cases 

 Information about the remaining time of the case can be added to each event in an event 

log. This can be done by a simple analysis of the event log. 

 Remaining time information is a direct performance indicator of a process, which is globally 

important for almost any business process. 
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 Therefore, a contextual attribute representing the remaining time can be used as predictions 

themselves. They can also be used in recommending next activities in a running case. 

4.4.2. Process Context Extraction from External Sources 

Number of Open Cases 

 The number of cases being worked on at a specific time can be calculated using the PAIS that 

maintains the process. By using the timestamp of the event to be extended, cases that are 

being worked on can be queried from the PAIS. 

 Number of open cases shows how busy the process is. It can indicate that there are not 

enough resources to handle any queued cases. 

 Therefore, a contextual attribute representing this information can be used to predict 

activity durations and remaining time of cases under varying number of open cases. It can 

also be used to predict users to execute next activities so that cases are concluded faster 

(e.g., by a manager) in order to avoid bottlenecks. Also, next activity to execute can be 

predicted and recommended if the process follows a different control-flow under different 

contextual conditions. 

Case Arrivals 

 The number of cases created within a certain time interval can be calculated using the PAIS 

that maintains the process. By using the timestamp of the event to be extended, and a 

specified time interval, the number of cases created can be queried from the PAIS. 

 Case arrivals show how busy the process context is. It can indicate the amount of cases that 

are queued for execution. It directly impacts the time it takes to conclude a case. 

 Therefore, a contextual attribute representing case arrivals can be used to predict remaining 

time of cases. Since it is also related to the workload of resources which affects their working 

speed, it can also be used to predict activity durations.  

4.4.3. Organization Context Extraction from Event Log 

Service Hours 

 Events can be extended with organizational knowledge by looking at their timestamps 

without needing an external source for extension. For example, a department which does 

not work on cases of the process after a certain hour can be shown in events with a flag. 

 This information would directly affect the choice of next activity to execute. It would also 

affect the choice of case that a resource would want to execute. A user may want to work on 

a case that can be finished rather than a case that will be pending after executing one 

activity. 

 A contextual attribute representing this information can be used in predicting remaining time 

of cases (e.g., if the department is not working, the case will be delayed), in predicting next 

activities to execute (e.g., if the department is not working, then next activity is skipped), or 

in predicting the user who should execute the activity (e.g., if the department is not working, 

then escalate this to the manager). 
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Breaks / Holidays 

 Events can be extended with an organization’s breaks (e.g. lunch breaks) or holiday times by 

looking at their timestamps without needing an external source for extension. 

 Such breaks and holidays affect the remaining time of cases. They also affect activity 

durations as activities that start right before breaks will take longer to execute. 

 A contextual attribute representing such information can be used to predict remaining time 

of cases and activity durations. This way the user will be informed if a case or activity will 

take a long time due to a holiday or break. 

4.4.4. Organization Context Extraction from External Sources 

Number of Open Cases in Multiple Processes 

 The number of cases being worked on for all processes can be retrieved using the PAIS that 

maintains the business processes of an organization. By using the timestamp of the event to 

be extended, cases of all processes that are being worked on can be queried from the PAIS. 

 When there is nothing unusual inside the process in terms of busyness and open cases, the 

process may still suffer from a high workload due to the busyness in other processes. This 

can indicate that there are not enough resources to handle other cases. This information 

would be missed if the organizational context is not considered. 

 Therefore, a contextual attribute representing this information can be used to predict 

activity durations and remaining time of cases under varying number of open cases in the 

organization. It can also be used to predict users to execute next activities so that cases are 

concluded faster (e.g., by a manager) in order to avoid bottlenecks. Also, next activity to 

execute can be predicted and recommended if the process follows a different control-flow 

under different contextual conditions. 

Case Arrivals for Multiple Processes 

 The number of cases created for all processes of the organization within a time interval can 

be calculated using the PAIS that maintains the business processes of an organization. By 

using the timestamp of the event to be extended, and a specified time interval, the number 

of cases created can be queried from the PAIS. 

 Arriving cases for a process may remain stable. But the process may still suffer from the high 

arrival rates for other processes within the organization. This can indicate that the amount of 

cases that are queued in front of the resources increased. This directly impacts the time it 

takes to conclude cases in all processes. 

 Therefore, a contextual attribute representing case arrivals in all processes can be used to 

predict remaining time of cases. Since it is also related to the workload of resources which 

affects their working speed, it can also be used to predict activity durations. 
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4.4.5. External Context Extraction from Event Log 

Economical Conditions 

 Patterns in event data can be used to derive information about the external context. For 

example, economical trend can be inferred from an event log by looking at the increase in 

payment reminders sent out to the credit card debtors of a bank. 

 Economical climate can affect how processes work and how cases are considered in a bank. 

For example, for bad economical conditions, bank would start rejecting loan requests that 

exceed a certain amount. This directly affects the outcome of cases. 

 This contextual attribute can be used to predict case outcomes depending on the economical 

climate and it can even be used to automate loan requests received by the organization. 

Time Zone Correction 

 Processes which are executed at various places around the globe can be logged by a system 

which uses its local time for generating timestamps. If the location of each event is known 

within the event log, this can be used to correct each timestamp so that they represent the 

time zone in which the event is executed. 

 Discrepancies in timestamps can cause confusion about time metrics of cases which are 

crucial for performance and service level agreements. 

 By using time zone correction extensions, more accurate predictions can be made about case 

outcomes and compliances with service level agreements.  

4.4.6. External Context Extraction from External Sources 

Weather Information 

 Weather information at a specific point in time (e.g. a timestamp) can be obtained from an 

external source (such as a weather forecast web page) by sending the location and the time 

and receiving a response which is the contextual attribute extension. 

 Weather conditions might affect the case outcomes, the working speeds of resources and 

the control-flow of the process due to logistical reasons or due to number of case arrivals as 

a result of an exceptional, regional event. 

 Weather information can be used to predict remaining time of cases under varying 

conditions. Next activity predictions can be made by learning from the past cases. Activity 

durations can also be predicted if changing weather conditions affect working speed of 

resources. 

4.5. Plug-ins in ProM 

This section presents several implementations of event log extensions with contextual information. 

These are realized as plug-ins in ProM. There are five new plugins that add contextual attributes to 

events in an event log. Our first plug-in calculates a workload metric based on assign-complete event 

pairs in the event log and extends each event with this information. The second plug-in calculates a 

workload metric based on complete events only. The third plug-in extends each event in an event log 

with remaining case time information. The fourth plug-in extends event logs extracted from BPMone 

with BPMone specific concepts about process and organization context. The fifth plug-in extends 

event logs with weather information by using the timestamps in the events. All plug-ins take an event 

log as an input and produces an extended event log. 
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4.5.1. Extension with Workload Based on Assign-Complete Events 

In [25], workload was defined as follows: “the number of work items waiting at the start of execution 

of an activity, i.e., the amount of work that has been scheduled for a given user”. 

Let us assume that we change the definition and use assigned events as work items that wait for 

execution. The upside of this change in definition is that scheduled events are not necessarily 

scheduled for a person or a group of people. Assigned events are usually assigned to a specific 

person. Moreover, according to Figure 2.2, the assigned events are closer to execution and there are 

cases (as explained in Chapter 3) where assign events need manual handling while scheduled 

activities can be withdrawn without manual handling. Consequently, our aim is to extract the 

number of work items assigned to a user at the time of an event inside the event log, considering the 

process at hand. Assume it is not possible to obtain this information from an external source. 

Further, assume that the assign events do not show to whom the activity is assigned; as in BPMone, 

where the events show who caused the event rather than the assigned person.  

 

Figure 4.5 - Using assigned events as workload information 

To be able to count the assigned events as work items for a resource, the event log should be 

“replayed” so that events are considered in their order in real life, rather than their order in traces. 

This means that an event from “Case B”, for example, is executed by someone, and then an event 

from “Case A” is executed next. To achieve this, all events in the event log should be sorted according 

to their timestamps. 

Complete events pair with the earlier assign events. That is to say, an “A-complete” activity should be 

preceded by an “A – assign” activity. By building resource profiles using “complete” events, it will be 

possible determine to whom the “assign” event is assigned. For this reason, while sorting the event 

log, resources need to be built profiles in which all of the events they complete are identified. 

After this preprocessing, events are analyzed one by one. For example, in Figure 4.5, the first event is 

“A – assigned”. This activity is known to be completed by “Person Y” from the profile built in the 

previous step. Therefore, whenever an event refers to “Person Y”, we will extend the event with a 

“workload” attribute and put workload of “Person Y” as its value. The second events are “B – 

assigned”, “D – assigned” and “C – assigned”. These are known to be executed by “Person X” and 

hence, as we go through the log, each of these events increment “Person X”s workload by one. When 

we observe “B – completed” by “Person X”, we decrement its workload count. It is also possible to 

sum up everyone’s workload for each event and annotate the events with a general workload 

attribute. In this fashion, the sorted log is extended with workload information until the last event. 

When all events are extended, the log is resorted back to its original form.  
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Figure 4.6 - Event log extension with workload information based on assign events 

Figure 4.6 relates the approach with Figure 4.3 where contextual information extraction from the 

internal source was explained. 

This approach is implemented in ProM with plug-in name "Add Workload Using Assign Events". 

4.5.2. Extension with Workload Based on Complete Events 

In [25] another definition of workload was provided as “the number of activities that have been 

executed over a particular period”. Based on this definition, it is also possible to extract this 

information from the event log itself using ‘complete’ events only.  

To implement this definition of workload, it is necessary to indicate a time window which is the 

“particular period”. This is better to be configurable because for each different process, a different 

number would make more sense due to the process’ nature. Time window is defined by a backward 

and a forward interval. For example, the workload calculation can be done by counting the 

“complete” events executed 2 hours before and 1 hour after the event under examination. 

Similar to the previous extension based on “assign” events, it is also necessary to “replay” the past by 

reordering the event log based on timestamps.  After that, the analysis will be done for each event 

from the start. This time, to calculate the workload on each event, the time window defined in the 

settings will be used. To be able to do this, a sliding-window approach should be adopted. Three 

pointers are defined to denote this window. The main pointer will point to the event to be extended. 

Other two pointers will browse backward and forward, respectively. The backward pointer will 

examine the past events with respect to the main pointer and count the number of “complete” 

events falling in the “past” part of the window. The forward pointer will do the same for the “future” 

part of the window. The number of “complete” events within this window will be a representative of 

the workload during the time of the event pointed by the main pointer. 

It is important to note that counting all “complete” events regardless of the resource will result in a 

total workload estimation of the whole process. If the resource involved in the event pointed by the 

main pointer is considered, the number of “complete” events executed by this resource within the 
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time window will amount to the workload of this resource for the event under inspection. After 

analyzing the last event in the log, the log is resorted into its original form before sorting. 

 

Figure 4.7 - Using complete events as workload information 

The sliding window approach is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Let us assume that the backward and 

forward intervals contain one event in the sorted event log. In (1) the main pointer points to “A – 

start”. Backward pointer does not point to any event because we are inspecting the first event in the 

log. Forward pointer points to “D – start”. There are no “complete” events in the window shown by 

(1). So the general and resource workload attributes will both be zero for “A – start”. In (2), the main 

pointer will point to “D-start”. Backward pointer will point to “A-start”. Forward pointer will point to 

“A – complete”. Now there is a “complete” event in the time window. This means the general 

workload attribute will be 1 for “D – start”. If the resource involved in “D – start” is “Person Y”, then 

resource workload is also 1. Otherwise, it is 0. Table 4.1 shows the sequences, the event to be 

extended in a sequence, the resource workload and general workload from the log fragment in 

Figure 4.7. 

Table 4.1 - Some sequences of workload count based on complete events 

Sequence Event to be extended Resource workload General workload 

1 A – start 0 (Person Y) 0 

2 D – start 0 (Person X) 1 

3 A – complete 1 (Person Y) 1 

4 B – start 0 (Person X) 1 

5 C – start 1 (Person X) 1 

6 C – complete 2 (Person X) 2 
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Figure 4.8 - Event log extension with workload information based on complete events 

Figure 4.8 relates the approach with Figure 4.3 where contextual information extraction from the 

internal source was explained. 

 

Figure 4.9 - Time interval settings for "Add Workload Using Complete Events" 

This approach is implemented in ProM with plug-in name "Add Workload Using Complete Events" 

and its user interface to adjust extraction settings is shown in Figure 4.9. 

4.5.3. Extension with Case Remaining Time 

Extending events with remaining case time information does not require any external settings or 

preprocessing such as log sorting. The only thing that has to be done is to get the timestamp of the 

final event in a case (i.e., the end time). The difference between the end time and the timestamp of 

each event in the same case will give the remaining case time. Each event in the log will be extended 

with this information. 
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Figure 4.10 - Event log extension with remaining case time 

Figure 4.10 relates the approach with Figure 4.3 where the contextual information extraction from 

the internal source was explained. 

This approach is implemented in ProM with plug-in name “Add Remaining Time to Events”. 

4.5.4. Extension with BPMone’s Case Arrival and Open Cases Information 

To perform an extension with organization-wide information regarding case arrival rate and cases 

being worked on, a connection to a system component (i.e., a database or a history file) is necessary. 

Some parameters need to be provided before starting the procedure; the connection string to the 

database, database name and user credentials. Also a query needs to be built to generate the 

information we are looking for at the source side.  

In the specific case of BPMone, a query has to be built using the ID of the process (i.e., case type; 

which can be found inside an event log or can be provided along with the other parameters) and the 

timestamp of the event to be extended. In BPMone database, case openings (also case creations) 

need to be paired with case closings for closed cases. Any case opening (or creation) that is not 

followed by a case closing means that the case is still open. So, the query needs to count case 

creations, case openings and case closings for that day, up to the point of the timestamp. By 

subtracting the number of case closings from the number of case openings and case creations, it is 

possible to see how many cases are still open for a process. 

The event log does not need a preprocessing (such as ordering using timestamps) as the events 

inside each case will be visited once and they will be extended with an attribute, value of which is the 

query result. 
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Figure 4.11 - Event log extension with number of open cases using an external source 

Figure 4.11 relates the approach with Figure 4.4 where contextual information extraction from 

external sources was explained. 

By using a similar approach as shown in Figure 4.11, number of cases created can be retrieved from 

the database and put to the event log. The extension should aim to retrieve the number of created 

cases during a particular period, which is linearly related to case arrival rate. This time period should 

be defined by the user because choosing the meaningful time interval depends on the process’ 

nature. In such an event log extension, the only addition to Figure 4.11 would be to use this defined 

time period as an extraction setting.  

Both approaches can be applied to the process under examination or can be generalized to include 

all processes inside the system. So it is possible to obtain an organization-wide information, or 

process specific information. 
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Figure 4.12- Connection and extraction settings for "Add BPMone Context" plug-in 

This approach is implemented in ProM with plug-in name "Add BPMone Context" and its user 

interface to adjust connection and extraction settings is shown in Figure 4.12. Note that this plug-in 

enables its user to specify a process ID to extract process context information. And it is also possible 

to consider all processes in the system. 

4.5.5. Extension with Weather Information 

The previous section mentioned the possibility of using the web for finding contextual information. 

One such extension tool is implemented that extends event logs with weather information. Since the 

web is not as structured as a database, there are more things to consider during such extensions. 

Firstly, to be able to get information depending on some parameters (in this case, the location where 

the geographical conditions are desired), a form should be filled in or the desired parameter needs to 

be chosen on a web page. Such actions should be automated and HTTP requests need to be sent to 

the information source. This has to be performed for each event which can be a problem because 

such automated use of web pages is regulated by certain etiquette. This involves not sending too 

many requests in a short time to the web page and the automated behavior should be close to that 

of a human user. 

To illustrate the use of external context information, we decided to use a weather forecast web 

page’s historical weather search. The search is done by entering a location and the desired date to 

the search form where the date is at the level of days. For each search result, the page contains 

hourly recordings during that day. By getting the HTML code of the search page, the search form is 

located. The location parameter of the search form is entered by the user before starting the 

extension. The dates are extracted from the timestamps of the events. In order to minimize the 

number of HTTP requests (and hence, to speed up the information retrieval), the weather 
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information is buffered when requested. In this way, subsequent retrievals of weather information 

about the same day do not need further HTTP requests. 

The source offers numerous weather conditions such as temperature, wind speed, pressure or 

significant events. It is possible to provide a selection before starting the extraction. After having 

extended all events inside the log, the log is resorted back to its original form. 
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Figure 4.13 - Event log extension with weather information 

Figure 4.13 relates the approach with Figure 4.4 where contextual information extraction from 

external sources was explained. 

 

Figure 4.14 - Extraction settings for "Add Weather Information" 

This approach is implemented in ProM with plug-in name "Add Weather Information" and its user 

interface which enables to select what information to put inside a log is shown in Figure 4.14. 
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5. Predictions Based on Decision Trees and Contextual Information 
Traditionally, process mining used only historical data decoupled from operational level. It was not 

seen as an instrument to aid process execution at real time. As process mining techniques matured, 

it became possible to use process mining results at the operational level. In other words, it became 

possible to use process mining at process execution runtime [8]. This is usually in the form of looking 

at the past and making educated guesses about the future.  For instance, recommending the user 

what to do next in an ongoing case or predicting the remaining time of the case.  

 

Figure 5.1 – Prediction approach used in this thesis [8] 

Figure 5.1 shows our prediction approach. The procedure starts by discovering a process model using 

the existing transition system approach [7] [8]. This approach is advantageous in the sense that it is 

capable of displaying all paths taken in the process’ control flow. It is also easily customizable. 

The next step in our approach is to create annotations for each state in the discovered transition 

system by using the historical data. The idea of annotations has been used before in making time 

predictions [8]. Our approach deviates from the existing work in terms of the way we create and use 

the annotations. Annotations are a crucial part in our approach because we use them as containers 

for any type of (contextual) attributes (not just time information) and use decision tree classifiers to 

make use of this data. 

With our approach, it is possible to obtain generic predictions based on any type and number of 

attributes. Case outcomes, event data, next activity to execute in a case, remaining time of cases, 

activity durations and many more properties can be used for predictions as long as they are present 

in the event log as event attributes. Therefore, any event attribute can be predicted using any other 

remaining event attributes in the event log. Moreover, these attributes can be of any data type: 

Boolean, date, strings, integers, doubles etc.  This makes our approach easily reusable for any type of 

prediction problem. 

For the sake of reusability and reproducibility of our approach, we start this chapter by presenting 

the concept of transition systems. This approach was already used and implemented in [7], [8], [48] 

and it is the initial step of our prediction approach. Next, we will present the transition system 

annotations used in our approach and explain the possibility of using contextual attributes in it. After 

that we will describe the support for various attribute types in our approach, backed up by an 

optional preprocessing plug-in in ProM. We will explain how to achieve better predictions by 

handling noise and overfitting. Finally we will present the implementation of our approach as a plug-

in in ProM. 
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5.1. Discovering Transition Systems 

The goal of using a transition system as a discovered process model is to have a balance between 

underfitting and overfitting. The discovered model should not exclude the behaviors seen in the log 

altogether, but at the same time, it should not be a representation of the log which does not allow 

for anything more. 

Any run from an initial state to a final state is a possible behavior according to a transition system, 

i.e., a trace is possible if it is possible to find a corresponding path in the transition system. The goal 

when obtaining a transition system is to make sure that model represents the observed behaviors in 

the log well [8]. 

Transition systems are one of the many ways to show a process model. They are similar to finite state 

machines where at any point in time, a process instance is assumed to be in some state and that this 

state is dependent on the instance’s past or future [8]. So by executing an event, a process instance 

may move from one state to another in a transition system. A transition system can be defined 

formally as [8]: 

Definition 3 Transition System. Transition system is a triplet  𝑆, 𝐸, 𝑇  where 𝑆 is the state space, 𝐸 is 

the set of event labels (i.e., transition labels), and 𝑇 ⊆ 𝑆 × 𝐸 × 𝑆 is the transition relation describing 

how the system can move from one state to another. 

 

So a transition  𝑠1 , 𝑒, 𝑠2 ∈ 𝑇 describes that by executing an event 𝑒, it is possible to move from state 

𝑠1 to state 𝑠2 [8]. States are generated by a state representation function (𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ). This function maps 

each partial trace to a state (𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎1 = 𝑠1), where 𝜎1 is a partial trace and 𝑠1 ∈ 𝑆.  

 

Similar to the state representation function, events have an event representation function (𝑓𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ). 

This function produces the transition label related to the event. Assume that an event 𝑒 in the log 

extends a partial trace 𝜎1 into a longer trace such that 𝜎1 is concatenated with 𝑒 and becomes 

𝜎2 = 𝜎1;  𝑒  [8]. Then, from the state represented by 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝜎1), there is a transition labeled by 

𝑓𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑒) that ends up in the state represented by 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝜎2).  

 

It is possible to define state representation function by using some abstraction. The level of 

abstraction can be set freely. This is a powerful feature to achieve a good balance between 

underfitting and overfitting. Without any abstraction, state representation function would result in 

the partial trace itself, which contains a sequence of unique events. Since events are defined to be 

unique inside an event log (Definition 2), each state (excluding the initial state) would be unique and 

be visited only once. If the event representation function (which labels the transitions) does not use 

an abstraction either (𝑓𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑒 = 𝑒) , then each transition will be taken only once. This is not a 

valuable model since the transition system will be heavily overfitting and contain a unique walk from 

beginning to the end for every trace. Therefore, some level of abstraction is necessary when 

generating the transition system [8]. 
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Figure 5.2 - (a) An event log fragment with two traces. (b) A transition system obtained from the event log in (a) with no 
abstractions 

Figure 5.2 shows a transition system generation without using abstractions (i.e.,  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎 = 𝜎 

and 𝑓𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑒 = 𝑒). The inscriptions inside the states denote the partial traces as sequences of 

unique events, where unique events are denoted with unique event IDs. Therefore each state and 

each transition label is unique without the use of abstractions.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 - A transition system based on event representation abstraction using activity names 

For events, certain event property(s) can be used as an abstraction method. For example, events can 

be represented by the activity names (𝑓𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑒 = #𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 _𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑒)). For example, there can be two 

transition arcs labeled as #𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 _𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑒)  between  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎1 −   𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝜎2) and  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎3 −

  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝜎4)  where 𝜎2 = 𝜎1;  𝑒  and 𝜎4 = 𝜎3;  𝑒  and  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎1 ≠   𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎2  ≠   𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎3  ≠

  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎4  . Note that in Figure 5.3  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎 = 𝜎. However, without using abstractions for state 

representations, this abstraction still would not be enough because there would still be unique states 

for each partial trace and consequently, different transition arcs with same labels. A similar scenario 

is illustrated in Figure 5.3 where the event log fragment in Figure 5.2 is used to generate the 

transition system. Note that some transition labels are the same but since the states are unique, the 

arcs are used multiple times. 

 

Using abstractions for states partially define the state representation functions. The function should 

generate keys that define a state uniquely. In other words, states in the transition system should be 

different if and only if their keys are different. There are several abstractions that can be applied for 

the states (which are calculated based on partial traces, rather than single events).  
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The first abstraction method, similar to that of events, is to classify events inside the partial trace 

using certain event attributes. This way, the events inside the partial traces can be made non-unique. 

For example, the resource name inside events can be used as an identifier. Then the partial trace is 

seen as a sequence of resource names instead of a sequence of unique events. To put it differently, 

 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝜎1 =  𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝜎2) if 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 are traces consisting of 3 events, all of which are executed by 

the same person but  𝜎1 ≠ 𝜎2 . Now the states are not unique anymore and there is a level of 

abstraction. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 - A transition system based on event representation abstraction using activity names, and state representation 
abstraction using resource names 

Figure 5.4 illustrates this method of abstraction by using the event log fragment in Figure 5.2. Now 

there is an abstraction where the states are identified only by the sequence of resources involved in 

the partial traces. Also the event representation function is defined with the abstraction using 

activity names in the events. It is also possible to abstract from the resource names considered for 

the state representation. For example, one can exclude “User2” when representing the states. This 

would result in a different transition system where states are built based on “User1” and “User3” 

only [7]. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 - A transition system based on event representation abstraction using activity names and state representation 
abstraction using resource names with a horizon of 2 

Another abstraction method is to define a horizon (i.e., a limit) for the number of events to consider 

in the partial trace. If the resource name attribute is used as the state representation, a horizon of 2 

will build a state with the last two resource names that executed the last 2 events in the partial trace. 

This is illustrated in Figure 5.5 by using the event log fragment in Figure 5.2.  

 

The last abstraction method is to abstract from frequency or order when computing the state for a 

partial trace. On top of the previous abstractions, a sequence abstraction preserves the order of the 

elements inside the state representation. A multi-set abstraction abstracts from the order of events 

but still counts their frequencies. A set abstraction would consider the presence of each element 

inside the state representation and abstracts from the order and frequency [8]. 
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Figure 5.6 – (a) A transition system based on event representation abstraction using activity names, state representation 
abstraction using activity names with a horizon of 2 and a collection abstraction using sequence abstraction (b) multi-set 

abstraction (c) set abstraction 

In Figure 5.6 the collection abstractions are illustrated using the event log fragment in Figure 5.2. 

Note that the state representations use activity names this time, instead of resource names. To 

summarize, using different abstractions, it is possible to tailor the transition systems into a useful and 

meaningful process model. 

5.1.1. Transition System Miner 

The existing approach of transition systems had been implemented in the past in ProM as “Mine 

Transition System” plug-in. For reusability of our approach, we present a short introduction of the 

plug-in in relation to the properties we explained in the previous section. 
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Figure 5.7 - Event classification configuration in TS Miner plug-in 

Figure 5.7 shows the settings where the event classification is modified. As explained in the previous 

section, it is possible to make events non-unique by considering the activity names, and/or resource 

names only for each event. 

 

Figure 5.8 - Collection and horizon limit abstraction configuration in TS Miner plug-in 

Figure 5.8 shows the settings where the collection and the horizon limit abstractions are made 

(shown with “Select collection type” and “Select collection size limit”, respectively).  It is possible to 

set the collection types as discussed previously where “List” denotes the sequence abstraction. 
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Figure 5.9 - Event classifier filtering 

Figure 5.9 shows the filtering for the chosen event classification. For example, if the events are 

distinguished by the resources involved in them, then it is possible to choose which resources to 

consider and which resources to ignore when representing the states. 

 

Figure 5.10 - Additional event attributes for event classification 

Figure 5.10 shows additional selections for event classification. In this step, it is possible to choose 

additional data attributes for state representation. If an attribute is chosen at this step on top of the 

resource attribute of events, each (resource, attribute value) combination will be a different state. 
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Figure 5.11 - Filtering event representations for transitions 

For transitions, the event representation function is assumed to be equal to the activity names of 

events. It is possible to choose which ones will be shown on transition arcs and which ones will be 

hidden by using a filter shown in Figure 5.11. 

 

Figure 5.12 - Post-mining adjustments 

It is also possible to tailor the transition system further by using the post-mining settings shown in 

Figure 5.12. By using these, self loops in a transition system (e.g., the loop connected to the second 

state in Figure 5.6 (c)) can be removed. The states which have the exact same multi-sets of incoming 

and/or outgoing transitions can be merged [48].  

 

Figure 5.13 - Incomplete diamond structure which misses Task B transition between East and South states [48] 
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Finally, diamond structures can be built by placing a missing transition to an otherwise incomplete 

diamond structure inside the transition system [48]. 

A more practical guide for using the plug-in can be found in [48]. 

5.2. Decision Tree Annotations 

Annotations provide considerable enrichment to the transition systems in terms of both functionality 

and information. This feature has been used before in a limited way by considering only the time 

information ( [8] and [47]). We exploit the extensible nature of annotations and propose to use them 

as containers for more data (i.e., any event attribute contained in an event log). This is a two step 

approach where we first write the event attributes into the states. In the second step, we use these 

attributes to train decision tree classifiers as state annotations. 

5.2.1. Creating the State Data 

States in transition systems can be generated based on several parameters including event 

attributes. However, as the number of attributes and their possible values grow, the state space of 

the transition system would grow dramatically. This is undesirable for our approach where we want 

to have predictions based on contextual attributes. Therefore, we choose to write contextual 

information into the states rather than creating different states for every combination of different 

contextual attributes. 

 

Figure 5.14 - An event log fragment extended with contextual information which will be used to create state annotations 

Figure 5.1 showed that we use the event log with the transition system to create an annotated 

transition system. To achieve this, we need to replay the event log on its generated transition 
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system. We will demonstrate this procedure with a running example. Consider the extended event 

log fragment consisting of 6 traces as shown in Figure 5.14. The event log represents a process where 

an incoming order for a product is registered first. Then the availability of the product is checked. If 

the product is in stock, then it is shipped and a bill is sent to the customer. If the product is not in 

stock, then it is requested from a warehouse. If the warehouse has the product, it is shipped to the 

customer. Otherwise, the order is cancelled and the customer is notified upon cancellation. Usually, 

the cases are completed between 1 and 2 days.  

Assume that we want to predict remaining time of cases for this process based on a number of 

contextual attributes: workload in the organization, case arrivals and weather condition (i.e., event 

log extensions described in Chapter 4). Also consider a transition system which is mined from this 

event log using the event representation and state representation abstractions using activity names, 

with a horizon of one for partial traces (Figure 5.15). 

 

Figure 5.15 - Creating state payloads with event attributes 

For each trace in the event log, we follow a corresponding path in the transition system event by 

event. For the first trace in Figure 5.14, we are at the first state before executing any event (i.e., the 

partial trace is empty). When an event “Register Order” takes place, we move to the next state. Then 

the contextual attributes and the remaining time of “Register Order” in Trace 1 need to be written 

into this state.  Similarly for the next event “Check Availability”, which carries us to the next state, the 

contextual attributes are added to the state shown by “<Check Avail.>”. 

This is repeated for every trace in the event log until all relevant event attributes are written into 

their respective states. Put simply, the following needs to be done for the event log: Get an event 𝑒𝑗  

from trace 𝜎𝑖 . Find the target state 𝑠𝑘  of event 𝑒𝑗  . Write #𝑛(𝑒𝑗 ) to the payload of state 𝑠𝑘  where 𝑛 is 

the name of the attribute and #𝑛  gives the value for that attribute. Repeat for all relevant 

attributes 𝑛. Repeat for all 𝑗 in trace 𝜎𝑖  (i.e., repeat for all events in a trace). Repeat for all 𝑖 in event 

log (i.e., repeat for all traces in the log). For our example state, this will result in the state data shown 

in Figure 5.15.  
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Note that we did not make any assumptions regarding the type of attributes. However, contextual 

attributes (or any other event attribute) come in many ways. Some could be continuous (such as time 

information), some could contain numerical values on a not-too-large interval (such as workload 

information) and some could be as simple as a Boolean value.  

Having states with event attributes is not our final step. We need to make sense out of these 

attributes. For example, using values for blue attributes in Figure 5.15 , we would like to predict the 

remaining time of cases that will visit the state “<Register Order>” in the future. 

5.2.2. Training Decision Trees Using the State Data 

We use the event attributes in the states to train decision tree classifiers, which are the state 

annotations. In this section, we are going to explain how this is achieved. 

In our approach the C4.5 algorithm [32] [33] is employed, which is a widely used algorithm for 

decision trees. The algorithm is implemented in WEKA Data Mining Software [21]. 

 

Figure 5.16 – Labeling the remaining time of cases 

In Section 2.3.2, it was stated that decision trees can only predict non-continuous class attributes. 

This also applies for the C4.5 algorithm. However, we want to predict the remaining time of running 

cases, which is a numerical, continuous attribute. For this reason, we have to label our class 

attributes in a meaningful way. Based on the description of our example, we label the remaining time 

values below 1 day as low, values between 1 and 2 days as medium and values above 2 days as high. 

This is called a discretization of a continuous attribute and will be explained in Section 5.2.4. For now, 

we illustrate this discretization in Figure 5.16 where we use 3 labels for different remaining time 

values. 

The C4.5 algorithm uses depth-first attribute splits on the data it uses and the information gain 

metric is used to decide on what attributes to use for splits [44]. We resort to our example to explain 

the concept of information gain. 
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Figure 5.17 - Training decision trees using state data 

Figure 5.17 shows four state annotations for the state “<Register Order>”. Figure 5.17 (a) shows a 

simple state annotation consisting of one tree node. This annotation always predicts “high” for the 

remaining time of a case. But we know from our state data that this is wrong 50% of the time. In 

Figure 5.17 (b), the data is split by using the weather attribute. This resulted in two “purer” nodes. 

This annotation predicts that if the weather is stormy, then the remaining time of a case is definitely 

high. If the weather is mild, then it predicts medium remaining time, but it knows that this was true 

only 50% of the time. However, compared to Figure 5.17(a), the information gain has increased when 

the weather attribute is used to split the node because we obtained the information that if the 

weather is stormy the remaining times of cases were always high without exceptions. Therefore, 

information gain measures how homogenous a resulting set of tree nodes are after a split, compared 

to the parent node (before the split). In Figure 5.17(c), the workload attribute is used to split the 

state data which has “Mild” weather attribute. Again, this yielded slightly purer tree nodes. Finally, 

after taking the case arrival attribute into consideration in Figure 5.17(d), resulting tree nodes are 

pure and the information gain metric cannot increase any further. This means our state annotation 

has learned the best possible prediction model for predicting remaining case times based on our 

extended event log fragment. 
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This depth-first splitting procedure repeats for every tree node until a stopping criterion is reached. 

One criterion is to continue splitting until the purity of resulting nodes does not increase any further. 

This is illustrated in Figure 5.17 where we predicted high remaining time for cases under stormy 

conditions. There is no point in splitting this tree node on workload or case arrivals attributes 

because weather context clearly defines the cases where remaining time is high and there will be no 

additional information gain if we split this tree node any further. 

An early termination can also be used to prevent the state annotation from growing. We can say that 

the number of event data (i.e., a row in the state data) in a tree node should have a minimum limit. If 

we say that a tree node should have a minimum of 2 event’s attributes in a tree node, then our state 

annotation will be as shown in Figure 5.17(c). 

5.2.3. Handling Noise in the State Data 

In an extreme case, our state annotations can make splits based on every possible attribute value 

combination. In such a case, our annotations simply replay the contextual attributes of the events 

inside their respective states. As in the case of overfitting process models, such annotations are 

overfitting. They have poor predictive performance and do not have any added value. Such extreme 

splits are more significant when using continuous attributes.  

 

Figure 5.18 – An event log fragment extended with contextual information that will be used to predict case outcomes 

Consider another event log fragment from our example process as shown in Figure 5.18. This time 

we assume that (similar to remaining time extension) we extended the event log with an additional 

context attribute which shows the outcome of an event’s case when the case was finished. Now we 
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want to predict the case outcome based on the number of case arrivals upon requesting the product 

from the warehouse. 

 

Figure 5.19 - A state data to predict case outcomes 

This would result in the transition system shown in Figure 5.19 where the state “<Request Product>” 

contains the contextual attributes of events leading to this state. 

 

Figure 5.20 - State annotations to predict case outcomes 
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Now assume that we try to predict case outcomes based on every possible value of case arrival 

attribute. This would result in an overfitting state annotation as shown in Figure 5.20(a). We can still 

minimize the annotation by grouping same outcome values in one interval, which leads to an 

annotation shown in Figure 5.20 (b). However, the annotation is still overfitting one case which has 

an outcome “sent”. A closer inspection of the intervals would suggest that if the case arrivals are 

lower than 14, then the products are sent to the customers. If the case arrivals are more than 14, 

then the warehouse starts going out of stock and the orders are cancelled. The case that has a case 

arrival attribute of 14 and an outcome of “sent” during the execution of “Request Product” event is a 

noise in the state data. Intuitively, this smaller annotation is more accurate than using an annotation 

like Figure 5.20(b). This suggests that sometimes, the smaller annotations are more accurate than the 

larger ones even though it does not numerically seem so when the state data is considered. When 

using continuous attributes to make predictions, smaller annotations can be preferred to avoid 

overfitting. 

5.2.4. Handling Various Attribute Types in the State Data 

In Section 5.2.2 we showed how we “discretized” the remaining time of cases which we wanted to 

predict. Such a discretization can be applied to continuous values as well as non-continuous values 

that have many values. 

For such attributes we can specify ranges for various values and label them. Then use these labels in 

our predictions. In our example, weather condition could have had many values such as “Sunny”, 

“Light Rain”, “Overcast”, “Heavy Rain”, “Storm”, “Thunderstorm” etc. Grouping these under “Mild” 

and “Storm” makes sense because the process is not affected by a difference between “Sunny” and 

“Overcast”. 

 

Figure 5.21- Continuous value discretization by equal interval bucketing (CaseArrival attribute), equal frequency 
bucketing (workload:general attribute), and arbitrarily (time:remaining attribute) 

For continuous attributes, specification of the ranges can be done by using equal interval bucketing 

or arbitrarily. This is illustrated in Figure 5.21 where the workload attribute used equal frequencies 

(i.e., 2 values for each label), the case arrival attribute used equal intervals (i.e., 0-15 is low, 15-30 is 

medium, and 30-45 is high) and the remaining time attribute used arbitrary discretization (based on 

the example process presented in Section 5.2.1). 

5.2.5. Log Attribute Discretization Plug-in in ProM 

Based on the discussion in the previous section, we implemented the “Log Attribute Discretization” 

plug-in in ProM. It can be used to discretize numerical attributes or attributes with too many values. 
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Figure 5.22 - Selecting the attributes to discretize 

The aim of this plug-in is to make it easier to perform a discretization like the one shown in Figure 

5.21. After the plug-in starts, it scans the event log and presents the user with the selection of all 

event attributes seen inside the log. The user selects the attributes to be discretized from the screen 

shown in Figure 5.22. In this screen, the event attributes are shown whether they are “Literal”, 

“Discrete”, “Continuous”, “Boolean” or “Timestamp” attributes. These correspond to strings, 

integers, doubles, Booleans, and dates respectively. Then, for each selected attribute, we need to 

draw an axis on which we distribute all different values. Also, the user should be able to add as many 

intervals as she likes to this range of values. 

 

Figure 5.23 - Discretizing a selected attribute 

After the selections, a multi-knob slider is shown that allows navigation through all possible values of 

one selected attribute. The values are ordered along the slider according to their natural ordering, 

from left (lower) to right (highest). The value ranges are selected by using the knobs and a label is 

given to each interval by using the table in the user interface (Figure 5.23). Note that this plug-in is an 

optional pre-processing plug-in for the event log that can be used before annotating a transition 

system. 
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5.2.6. Using Pruning in State Annotations 

Bad accuracy in predictions due to overfitting can also be mitigated after obtaining the state 

annotations. This is done by pruning. Pruning can also help in decreasing the size of the state 

annotations. 

First such technique is to make a pessimistic estimation of the predictions made in the future by the 

state annotations.  

 

Figure 5.24 - Using pessimistic estimation to prune state annotations 

This can be illustrated using Figure 5.24. The errors made by the state annotation in Figure 5.24(a) 

can be estimated as follows. The number of total errors made is 2, the number of nodes is 3, and the 

annotation used 6 events’ attributes during training. 2 errors say nothing about the future accuracy 

of the state annotation. But we can use a pessimistic approach to estimate the future errors by using 

a confidence factor (between 0 and 1) which is multiplied by the number of nodes and added to the 

current error seen in the annotation. Using a confidence factor of 0.5, this yields  
2+(3 ×0.5)

6
=  

3.5

6
  for 

the annotation in Figure 5.24(a). If we decide to prune this annotation from the bottom to obtain the 

annotation in Figure 5.24(b), the estimated prediction error becomes 
2+(2 ×0.5)

6
=  

3

6
. Therefore, the 

estimated error has decreased according to our assumption that half of the future events (i.e., a 

confidence factor of 0.5) will be predicted incorrectly. Based on this assumption, Figure 5.24(b) 

should be preferred over Figure 5.24(a). 

However, we do not have to make assumptions about the future predictions if we have lots of event 

data inside the states. We can actually measure the error before deciding on a pruning. This is called 

reduced error pruning.  Based on our example, we could use 4 of the events to train a decision tree. 

Then, we could replay the remaining 2 events through the pruned and unpruned decision trees. The 

one that gives better prediction should be chosen over the other one. This approach is likely to 

reduce errors made in the future by the state annotations. 
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Figure 5.25 - Tree collapsing and sub-tree raising 

Sub-tree replacement and tree collapsing are two actions used in pruning. These are illustrated in 

Figure 5.25. Tree collapsing is the action of replacing a sub-tree with a single tree-node. For example, 

after using tree collapsing in Figure 5.25, a prediction would say that if the weather is mild and the 

workload is below 20, then remaining time will be medium, without using case arrival attribute. Sub-

tree raising is the action of replacing a higher sub-tree with a lower sub-tree.  After using sub-tree 

raising in Figure 5.25, the sub-tree starting with the split on workload raised to replace the top tree 

node which made predictions based on weather. To decide whether these operations should take 

place, the errors should be measured by reduced error pruning or should be estimated using the 

pessimistic approach.  
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5.2.7. Decision Tree Annotator for Transition Systems in ProM 

Our approach is implemented in ProM as a plug-in that uses a transition system and the event log as 

input to create annotations (Figure 5.26).  

 

Figure 5.26 - The inputs of decision tree annotator plug-in 

The first step is to configure what event attributes we would like to write into our states. To perform 

this, the plug-in presents the user with event attributes inside the event log. 

 

Figure 5.27 - Choosing the attributes for the state data 

This step is shown in Figure 5.27. In this screen, the event attributes are shown whether they are 

“Literal”, “Discrete”, “Continuous”, “Boolean” or “Timestamp” attributes. These correspond to 

strings, integers, doubles, Booleans, and dates respectively. Choosing an attribute for “Predict:” will 

select the predicted attribute. Choosing attributes for “Select Attributes:” will use the selected 

attributes to make predictions. 

Next step is to configure the predicted attribute. In this case we want to predict the case outcome 

using the case arrivals. 
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Figure 5.28 – Configuring the predicted attribute 

This is shown in Figure 5.28. The pane on the left shows all values observed for the predicted 

attribute within the event log. Also, it shows the number of occurrences of the corresponding value 

in the event log. This is allows the user to see what value is seen the most in the event log and can 

help in discretizing continuous attributes such as remaining case times. 

 

Figure 5.29 - Configuring a continuous attribute 

Figure 5.29 shows this screen for the remaining time prediction (i.e., using a continuous attribute).  

 

Figure 5.30 - Automated discretization based on equal frequency bucketing 

It is also possible to automate the discretization by selecting “Auto Labeling” which enables 

discretization based on equal frequency bucketing. For example, 33% occurrence percentage would 

create 3 buckets with equal number of value occurrences in each. This is illustrated in Figure 5.30. It 

is also possible to skip discretization by choosing “Use existing values as classes” option. 
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Figure 5.31 - Settings for state annotations 

In Figure 5.31 the settings of the state annotations can be configured. It is possible to leave out any 

pruning in annotations. If pruning is preferred, then reduced error pruning or pessimistic estimation 

can be chosen. For reduced error pruning, the number of folds (to evaluate prediction errors) can be 

adjusted. This is explained in Section 5.2.6. If pessimistic estimation is chosen, then the confidence 

factor can be adjusted. Sub-tree raising and tree collapsing can be turned on or off. Splits in 

annotations can be set to binary splits rather than splits based on all attribute values. For continuous 

attributes, noise can be mitigated by selecting “Use MDL correction for splits in numerical values” 

(See Section 5.2.3, Figure 5.20). Finally, an early termination criterion can be specified by adjusting 

the minimum number of objects in the leaves of state annotations. 

 

Figure 5.32 - An annotated transition system 

When the annotation is done, the annotated transition system is shown. Figure 5.32 shows such a 

transition system. Clicking on each state shows up the state annotation in which a prediction is 

made. 

 

Figure 5.33 - Predicting the outcome of cases 
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Figure 5.33 shows a case outcome prediction made by the plug-in (similar to Figure 5.20 (c)). This 

annotation belongs to the state reached after executing a “Request product” activity and it predicts 

that if the case arrival rate during the time of prediction is more than 13, then the case is going to be 

cancelled. Otherwise, the order will be sent. 

 

Figure 5.34 – Predicting the remaining time for a case 

Figure 5.34 shows a remaining time prediction made by the plug-in (similar to Figure 5.17(d)). This 

annotation belongs to the state reached after executing a “Register Order” activity. 
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6. Case Studies and Evaluation 
To validate our prediction approach, it is necessary to confirm that our plug-in behaves correctly and 

to evaluate its performance in predictions. To show that the plug-in works as intended, we will use 

synthetic event data generated using simulation. To evaluate the performance of our approach, we 

will use data based on a real-life process, maintained on a BPMone system. In order to obtain an 

event log from this real-life process, the log extraction approach presented in Chapter 3 is used.  

We compare the quality of predictions by considering different transition systems and different 

number of attributes. We follow a controlled experiment approach to determine what affects the 

quality of predictions and how. 

The prediction accuracy is measured for each state in the transition system using 10 fold cross 

validation. The measurement is done by using 9/10 of a state’s data for training and 1/10 for testing 

and by repeating this 10 times for each fold in a state.  

Correct prediction rate, mean absolute error, and root mean squared error is considered as 

performance metrics. Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) is calculated 

based on quadratic loss function which assigns probabilities to every possible class and considers the 

error between the probability of the actual class and the predicted class [49]. Therefore correct 

prediction rate (which considers two outcomes: true or false) is not as good as MAE and RMSE in 

terms of indicating how severe the errors are.  

For individual state annotations, every run of 10-fold cross validation are considered using 95% 

confidence intervals for correct prediction percentages, MAE and RMSE. 

For one transition system as a whole, overall 10-fold cross-validation results of each decision tree in 

the transition system are considered without confidence intervals. Since confidence intervals should 

be considered for repeated predictions for one specific population (i.e., for one state annotation), 

generalizing it to all states (each of which is a different classification problem and hence, a different 

population) is not a valid approach.  

6.1. Synthetic Event Data 

A process is modeled and simulated in CPN Tools. An event log resulting from this simulation is 

extracted using CPN Tools and ProM Import Plug-in [10]. The process concerns a restaurant and 

models incoming telephone orders and their delivery.  An event log resulting from our simulation is 

used to test our plug-in. This particular event log contained 10010 events spread over 1000 cases. 

A case starts when there is an order. The order taken can contain one or more food. The food can be 

of 2 types: fast food and normal dish. For a normal dish, the food is prepared by executing two 

parallel activities: slicing the vegetables and marinating the meat. Then the dish is cooked. For a fast 

food, the food is just reheated. For both types, the food is then sent to its destination by using a car 

belonging to the restaurant. If there is more food to send in the order, the same procedure repeats. 

Otherwise the case is closed. 

To confirm that our tool is behaving as expected, we followed a black-box testing approach where 

the input was known and a specific output was expected. With the event log obtained through 

simulation, our plug-in produced these expected outputs in all annotations and this experiment 
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confirmed that the plug-in is functioning correctly. These results are outlined in detail in Appendix B: 

Testing the Plug-in Using Synthetic Data. 

 

Figure 6.1 - CPN model of the telephone order process 

Figure 6.1 shows the process modeled as a colored Petri-net. For the detailed model and the creation 

of an event log using the model, the reader is referred to [10] and to the Appendix A: CPN Model for 

Synthetic Data.  

Table 6.1 - Logged contextual attributes 

Attribute Key Attribute Values Description 

Nr_order 1, 2, 3 

Remaining number of food 
orders in the case, 
decremented after each cycle 
in the process 

TimeOfDay Noon, Evening 
Time of day when the order is 
being handled 

Workload_Restaurant Low, Medium, High 
Workload of the restaurant in 
terms of both phone orders 

CarFree True, False 
Whether there is a free car to 
send the order 

RemainingTime Continuous 
Remaining time until the case is 
completed 

 

The CPN model is designed in a way that each event in the log is associated a set of attributes that 

represent contextual information. These attributes are logged along with the events and their 

possible values are shown in Table 6.1. In our experiment, we tried to predict the remaining time of 

cases by using different contextual attributes and transition systems. A detailed summary of 

generated event attributes at each transition are listed in Appendix B: Testing the Plug-in Using 

Synthetic Data.  

By performing different experiments with varying parameters, we follow a controlled experiment 

approach. Since the data is synthetic, we already have an idea about what the outcome should look 

like and this is what we are going to confirm.  

In order to conduct the experiments, we have generated different transition systems with different 

abstractions. Initially, for each transition system, the number of orders is used to predict remaining 
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time. Then the other contextual attributes are added to the selection and used in predicting 

remaining time. Remaining time values are discretized into three equal intervals by using the 

attribute discretization plug-in. The intervals are labeled low, medium and high respectively.  

No pruning is used in the decision trees. Correctness and errors are measured using 10-fold cross-

validation where the test data was isolated during the training of each decision tree. Therefore, 

approximately 9000 events (spread over the annotated states) were used to train decision trees for 

each annotated state and approximately 1000 events (spread over the annotated states) are used to 

test the remaining time predictions in each cross-validation fold of each decision tree. Exact number 

of events used in each single cross-validation run of a decision tree varies in each experiment just by 

small fractions due to: Stratification, fractions introduced by dividing each state data to 10, and 

different number of states in each experiment. For one transition system as a whole, overall 10-fold 

cross-validation results of each decision tree in the transition system are considered. 

Table 6.2- Results of the annotations for synthetic log 

Transition System Attributes Avg. Min. Max. Std. D.  

Set Abstraction  
Horizon of 1 

(8 Decision Trees) 

Number of orders 
 

86.0% 76.2% 92.9% 4.32% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.125 0.054 0.170 0.042 MAE 

0.246 0.164 0.295 0.046 RMSE 

Number of orders 
Workload 

Car Availability 
Time of Day 

96.8% 90.5% 100% 3.54% Correctly  
Predicted 

0.029 0.000 0.085 0.031 MAE 

0.089 0.000 0.205 0.082 RMSE 

Set Abstraction  
Unlimited Horizon 
(17 Decision Trees) 

Number of orders 
 

84.5% 69.2% 100% 8.78% Correctly  
Predicted 

0.131 0.000 0.234 0.071 MAE 

0.230 0.000 0.342 0.112 RMSE 

Number of orders 
Workload 

Car Availability 
Time of Day 

95.6% 84.5% 100% 5.13% Correctly  
Predicted 

0.039 0.000 0.129 0.043 MAE 

0.103 0.000 0.261 0.098 RMSE 

Multi-set Abstraction  
Unlimited Horizon 
(57 Decision Trees) 

Number of orders 
 

91.8% 69.2% 100% 9.15% Correctly  
Predicted 

0.077 0.000 0.234 0.079 MAE 

0.140 0.000 0.350 0.137 RMSE 

Number of orders 
Workload 

Car Availability 
Time of Day 

97.5% 76.9% 100% 4.57% Correctly  
Predicted 

0.021 0.000 0.167 0.035 MAE 

0.059 0.000 0.298 0.091 RMSE 

 

Table 6.2 summarizes overall correctness rate in prediction, MAE and RMSE statistics observed in the 

three transition systems.  The number of decision trees in each transition system is shown in 

“Transition System” column. “Attributes” column shows what attributes are used to annotate the 

transition system. Average of “Correctly Predicted”, MAE and RMSE shows the average performance 

of all decision trees in the transition system. The decision trees with the worst and best 
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performances are shown in the next two columns. Standard deviation column shows how much the 

prediction accuracies vary from the mean when all decision trees in a transition system are 

considered.  

As expected, the errors in the decision trees decreased as more contextual attributes are used during 

prediction. This is because the contextual attributes provide additional information. 

The transition system using multi-set abstraction with no limit on the horizon gave the best 

performance in predictions. This is related to the number of states inside the transition system. As 

the number of states increase, the state payloads become purer with our synthetic event log which 

does not have irregularities (i.e., noise). This results in very high accuracies during cross-validation. 

While having more states is useful for event logs without noise, this becomes a problem with real, 

noisy event logs. We will illustrate this issue in the next section. 

The first two transition systems in Table 6.2 use a set abstraction. Surprisingly, the one with more 

number of states (the second transition system in Table 6.2) has a slightly lower accuracy. This is 

because of the abstraction used in this transition system, which uses no limit on the horizon. This 

means that some cases get stuck in certain states and event data accumulates in these states. After 

this point, every occurrence of an event becomes a self-loop to a final state in the transition system. 

Therefore, such states contain event data from all activities, which decreases the quality of 

predictions with our synthetic event log. 

To observe how using more contextual attributes affect the decision trees, individual states in each 

transition system are compared using different number of contextual attributes. Table 6.3, Table 6.4 

and Table 6.5 show three states from the transition system with multi-set abstraction, set abstraction 

with no horizon limit, and the set abstraction with limit 1, respectively.  

The displayed decision trees are trained for representative purposes, using all of the state data. This 

is to give an idea about how a prediction is made. Otherwise, presenting 10 decision trees for each 

cross-validation run would be impractical. 

The quality of the predictions is measured using 10-fold cross-validation by using 9/10 of the state 

data to train a decision tree and 1/10 of the state data to test the decision tree for each state. For 

each cross-validation run, number of events used to test predictions varied by small fractions due 

stratification. No pruning is used in the decision trees. 
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Table 6.3 - Comparison of states with 1 and 4 contextual attributes using multi-set abstraction 

 1 contextual attribute 4 contextual attributes 

State 10 
 

[(Take Dish Order, 1)] 
 

(Visited 487 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (157.0/10.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (159.0/42.0) 
|   Nr_order > 2: HIGH (171.0/32.0) 
Number of Leaves: 3 
Size of the tree: 5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[84.3%,86.2%] 
95% Conf.MAE:[0.170, 0.177] 
95% Conf.RMSE:[0.278, 0.294] 

Nr_order <= 1 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | CarFree = False: LOW (14.0/3.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (14.0/6.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: LOW (8.0/1.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (5.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (64.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (52.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | CarFree = False 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (16.0/2.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: HIGH (21.0/2.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (12.0/3.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (14.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (46.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (50.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (58.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | CarFree = False 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0/5.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (12.0/5.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (21.0/9.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: HIGH (18.0/7.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | CarFree = False: HIGH (25.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: HIGH (15.0/4.0) 
Number of Leaves : 20 
Size of the tree : 36 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[89.6%,91.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE: [0.075, 0.088] 
95% Conf.RMSE:[0.199, 0.219] 
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State 15 
 

[(Cook Dish, 1), 
(Finish Order, 1), 

(Marinate Meat, 1), 
(Send Food, 1), 

(Slice Vegetables, 1), 
(Take Dish Order, 1)] 

 
(Visited 487 times) 

 

Nr_order <= 2 
|   Nr_order <= 1: LOW (157.0) 
|   Nr_order > 1: LOW (159.0/49.0) 
Nr_order > 2: MEDIUM (171.0/47.0) 
Number of Leaves: 3 
Size of the tree: 5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[79.2%,81.0%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.187, 0.199] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.298, 0.323] 

Nr_order <= 2 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | Nr_order <= 1: LOW (41.0) 
| | Nr_order > 1 
| | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (37.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (12.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: LOW (14.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (110.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (102.0) 
Nr_order > 2 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (33.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: HIGH (10.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: MEDIUM (15.0/1.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (6.0/1.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (19.0/2.0) 
| | CarFree = True: MEDIUM (26.0) 
Number of Leaves:13 
Size of the tree:23 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[99.6%,100%] 
95% Conf.MAE: [0.005, 0.008] 
95% Conf.RMSE:[0.029, 0.052] 

State 20 
 

[(Cook Dish, 2), 
(Finish Order, 1), 

(Marinate Meat, 2), 
(Send Food, 2), 

(Slice Vegetables, 2), 
(Take Dish Order, 2)] 
 
(Visited 166 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (75.0) 
Nr_order > 1: MEDIUM (91.0/39.0) 
Number of Leaves: 2 
Size of the tree: 3 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :149.4 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):16.6 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[77.2%,79.1%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.166, 0.175] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.288, 0.297] 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (75.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Workload_Restaurant = High: MEDIUM (34.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (31.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (11.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (7.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: LOW (8.0) 
Number of Leaves: 6 
Size of the tree:10 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :149.4 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):16.6 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:100% 
95% Conf.MAE:  0 
95% Conf.RMSE: 0 

 

The annotation for state 10 predicts remaining time for cases in which one “Take Dish Order” event is 

completed. As shown in Table 6.3, the decision tree grew as it took more attributes into 

consideration. This increased prediction accuracy during cross validation.  

State 15 predicts remaining time for cases in which 1 normal dish order is sent out (i.e., “Finish 

Order” is completed). This means the end of the case for some orders but there are cases which 

continue to be processed. The difference in prediction accuracy is more significant for this state 

when more attributes are used in prediction. Note that both state annotations are created by using 

the same number of events (i.e., 487 events). 

State 20 represents cases that are in their second cycle in the process, right after completing the 

second “Send Food” in the case.  Note that for both scenarios (i.e., 1 and 4 attributes) the state 

annotations predict low remaining time for cases having 1 remaining number of orders. For the other 

cases, second annotation has a more detailed decision tree that considers other attributes. Also the 

increase in prediction accuracy is significant. 
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Table 6.4 - Comparison of states with 1 and 4 contextual attributes using set abstraction with no limit 

 1 contextual attribute 4 contextual attributes 

State 6 
 

[Take Dish Order] 
 

(Visited 487 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (157.0/10.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (159.0/42.0) 
|   Nr_order > 2: HIGH (171.0/32.0) 
Number of Leaves: 3 
Size of the tree: 5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[84.3%,86.2%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.170, 0.177] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.278, 0.294] 

Nr_order <= 1 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | CarFree = False: LOW (14.0/3.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (14.0/6.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: LOW (8.0/1.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (5.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (64.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (52.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | CarFree = False 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (16.0/2.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: HIGH (21.0/2.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (12.0/3.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (14.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (46.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (50.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (58.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | CarFree = False 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0/5.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (12.0/5.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (21.0/9.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: HIGH (18.0/7.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | CarFree = False: HIGH (25.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: HIGH (15.0/4.0) 
Number of Leaves : 20 
Size of the tree : 36 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[89.6%,91.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE: [0.075, 0.088] 
95% Conf.RMSE:[0.199, 0.219] 
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State 9 
 

[Cook Dish, 
Marinate Meat, 
Slice Vegetables, 
Take Dish Order] 

 
(Visited 487 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (157.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (159.0/45.0) 
|   Nr_order > 2: HIGH (171.0/77.0) 
Number of Leaves: 3 
Size of the tree: 5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[73.4%, 74.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.199, 0.211] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.309, 0.328] 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (157.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: MEDIUM (63.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | | CarFree = False: LOW (6.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (12.0/2.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: LOW (16.0/5.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (12.0/2.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (28.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (11.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (11.0/3.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (58.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | CarFree = False: HIGH (25.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (15.0) 
Number of Leaves:14 
Size of the tree:25 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :438.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):48.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[97.4%,97.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.021, 0.030] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.116, 0.128] 

State 13 
 

[Cook Dish, 
Finish Order, 

Marinate Meat, 
Reheat, 

Send Food, 
Slice Vegetables, 
Take Dish Order, 

Take Fast Food Order] 
 

(Visited 2068 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (1594.0/8.0) 
Nr_order > 1: LOW (474.0/236.0) 
Number of Leaves: 2 
Size of the tree: 3 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :1861.2 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):206.8 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[87.6%,88.1%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.075, 0.087] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.198, 0.217] 

Nr_order <= 1 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: LOW (143.0/4.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: LOW (108.0/2.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: LOW (135.0/2.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: LOW (133.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (543.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (532.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (78.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (18.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: MEDIUM (36.0/12.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | CarFree = False: LOW (24.0/6.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (48.0/11.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: LOW (42.0/6.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (42.0/7.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (75.0/25.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (39.0/13.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: LOW (72.0/10.0) 
Number of Leaves:16 
Size of the tree:29 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV) :1861.2 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):206.8 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[94.9%,95.3%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.043, 0.056] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.153, 0.173] 

  

In Table 6.4, state 6 corresponds to the same situation as state 10 in Table 6.3. Therefore, using more 

attributes had the exact same effect. 
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State 9 is reached after completing “Cook Dish” for the first time in a case. Using more contextual 

attributes resulted in a more elaborate tree. This was especially useful to predict remaining time of 

cases with more than one orders remaining. Prediction accuracy also increased during cross 

validation. 

State 13, as can be seen from its number of visits, is a state where many events are accumulated. 

Cases which have all activities in their partial traces get stuck in this state. Using more attributes in 

the annotation of this state resulted in better predictions, however, the fact that the state contains 

event data from all activities resulted in a decision tree which does not seem to distinguish medium 

or high remaining times by considering only 1 attribute. This is also confirmed by the cross validation 

results. The accuracy of the decision tree which uses 4 attributes is significantly higher. 

Table 6.5 - Comparison of states with 1 and 4 contextual attributes using set abstraction (1-horizon) 

 1 Contextual Attribute 4 Contextual Attributes 

State 2 
 

[Take Fast Food Order] 
 

(Visited 1037 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (522.0/42.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (339.0/74.0) 
|   Nr_order > 2: HIGH (176.0/34.0) 
Number of Leaves:3 
Size of the tree:5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):933.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):103.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[85.0%,85.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.151, 0.164] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.274, 0.286] 

Nr_order <= 1 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: LOW (42.0/13.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: LOW (41.0/15.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: LOW (45.0/14.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: LOW (44.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (175.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (175.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | | CarFree = False: HIGH (28.0/4.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: HIGH (33.0/5.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: HIGH (25.0/3.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: MEDIUM (31.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (126.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant =Medium: MEDIUM (96.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (61.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | | CarFree = False: HIGH (10.0/3.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: HIGH (16.0/8.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (19.0/9.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: HIGH (13.0/6.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (29.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: HIGH (8.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: HIGH (20.0/7.0) 
Number of Leaves:20 
Size of the tree:36 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):933.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):103.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[91.0%,91.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE: [0.074, 0.085] 
95% Conf.RMSE:[0.189, 0.209] 
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State 5 
 

[Finish Order] 
 

(Visited 2014 times) 

Nr_order <= 2 
|   Nr_order <= 1: LOW (1000.0) 
|   Nr_order > 1: LOW (667.0/178.0) 
Nr_order > 2: MEDIUM (347.0/94.0) 
Number of Leaves:3 
Size of the tree:5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1812.6 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):201.4 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[86.3%,86.7%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.128, 0.137] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.250, 0.264] 

Nr_order <= 2 
| Nr_order <= 1: LOW (1000.0) 
| Nr_order > 1 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (122.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (56.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (56.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (224.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (209.0) 
Nr_order > 2 
| Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (65.0) 
| | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | CarFree = False: HIGH (22.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: MEDIUM (32.0/2.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (120.0) 
| Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (19.0/1.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (27.0/2.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (27.0/2.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (35.0) 
Number of Leaves:14 
Size of the tree:25 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1812.6 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):201.4 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[99.6%, 99.7%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.004, 0.005] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.041, 0.054] 

State 9 
 

[Cook Dish] 
 

(Visited 977 times) 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (478.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (328.0/101.0) 
|   Nr_order > 2: HIGH (171.0/77.0) 
Number of Leaves:3 
Size of the tree:5 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):879.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):97.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [79.9%,81.5%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.149, 0.161] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.273, 0.282] 

Nr_order <= 1: LOW (478.0) 
Nr_order > 1 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: MEDIUM (117.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening 
| | | | CarFree = False: LOW (15.0/2.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (29.0/8.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: LOW (30.0/8.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (24.0/4.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (54.0) 
| | | TimeOfDay = Noon 
| | | | CarFree = False: MEDIUM (23.0) 
| | | | CarFree = True: LOW (36.0/11.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (58.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | CarFree = False: HIGH (25.0) 
| | | CarFree = True 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0) 
| | | | TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (15.0) 
Number of Leaves:14 
Size of the tree:25 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):879.3 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):97.7 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[96.6, 97.0%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.028, 0.041]  
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.117, 0.136] 

 

Table 6.5 shows that state annotations have a more balanced amount of event data compared to the 

transition system shown in Table 6.4. For the annotations with more attributes, the slight increase in 

accuracies compared to Table 6.4 suggests that balanced distribution of events over the states 

increases the prediction accuracies. 
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For all three transition systems, it is seen that decision trees consider more attributes and have lower 

prediction errors. 

We stated that our approach is generic and any event attribute can be predicted. We also mentioned 

that contextual attributes can be used to predict users who will execute the next activity of a case. 

Depending on the setting, this can be in the form of recommendations, stating that “User A should 

execute the next activity if the workload is high”. To achieve such predictions, the transition system 

should be mined in a way that a target state should only be reached by performing the same events. 

This way, the state annotations can make predictions based only on next activities.  

Given our synthetic process and an event log resulted from its simulation, we will try to predict users 

who will execute the next activity based on the contextual attributes.  Our synthetic process is 

modeled in a way that each resource is selected from a resource pool randomly. Therefore, the 

results should confirm that predictions have poor accuracies when irrelevant contextual attributes 

are taken into account. This shows the randomness in the process, which is not influenced by any 

contextual attributes. 

We use the transition system with set abstraction using a horizon of 1 for this purpose. We are going 

to analyze the activities “Send Order” and “Finish Order” which can be performed by 2 resources 

randomly. The experiment setup remained unchanged (except the predicted attribute). 
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Table 6.6 - Predicting users to execute "Send Food" and "Finish Order" 

State 4 
 

[Send Food] 
 

(Visited 2014 times) 

TimeOfDay = Evening 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | Nr_order <= 1 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = High: DeliveryGuy1 (90.0/40.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Low: DeliveryGuy2 (76.0/37.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: DeliveryGuy2 (81.0/39.0) 
| | | Nr_order > 1 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = High: DeliveryGuy1 (61.0/30.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Low: DeliveryGuy2 (42.0/16.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: DeliveryGuy2 (48.0/20.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | | Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy2 (89.0/38.0) 
| | | | Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy2 (61.0/30.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | | Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy1 (101.0/46.0) 
| | | | Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy1 (62.0/29.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | | Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy2 (93.0/45.0) 
| | | | Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy1 (58.0/25.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy1 (33.0/15.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy1 (32.0/16.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (21.0/9.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy2 (37.0/16.0) 
| | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy1 (19.0/7.0) 
| | | CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy1 (27.0/12.0) 
TimeOfDay = Noon 
| Nr_order <= 2 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = High 
| | | | Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy2 (78.0/38.0) 
| | | | Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy1 (56.0/26.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Low 
| | | | Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy1 (79.0/35.0) 
| | | | Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy1 (63.0/24.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
| | | | Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy1 (68.0/31.0) 
| | | | Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy1 (46.0/23.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | Nr_order <= 1 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = High: DeliveryGuy1 (73.0/33.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Low: DeliveryGuy1 (96.0/43.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: DeliveryGuy1 (76.0/36.0) 
| | | Nr_order > 1 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = High: DeliveryGuy2 (56.0/26.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Low: DeliveryGuy2 (57.0/24.0) 
| | | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: DeliveryGuy1 (57.0/27.0) 
| Nr_order > 2 
| | CarFree = False 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = High: DeliveryGuy2 (22.0/9.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Low: DeliveryGuy2 (31.0/13.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: DeliveryGuy2 (27.0/11.0) 
| | CarFree = True 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = High: DeliveryGuy2 (32.0/15.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Low: DeliveryGuy1 (31.0/12.0) 
| | | Workload_Restaurant = Medium: DeliveryGuy1 (35.0/17.0) 
Number of Leaves  :  36 
Size of the tree :  62 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1812.6 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):201.4 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[49.6%, 50.8%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.500, 0.501]  
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.503, 0.504] 
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State 5 
 

[Finish Order] 
 

(Visited 2014 times) 

TimeOfDay = Evening 
|   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   Nr_order <= 1 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy1 (90.0/40.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy2 (89.0/43.0) 
|   |   Nr_order > 1 
|   |   |   Nr_order <= 2 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (61.0/29.0) 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy2 (61.0/26.0) 
|   |   |   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (33.0/16.0) 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy1 (32.0/16.0) 
|   Workload_Restaurant = Low 
|   |   CarFree = False 
|   |   |   Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy2 (76.0/29.0) 
|   |   |   Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy2 (63.0/30.0) 
|   |   CarFree = True 
|   |   |   Nr_order <= 2 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 1: DeliveryGuy2 (101.0/48.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 1: DeliveryGuy1 (62.0/28.0) 
|   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy2 (37.0/14.0) 
|   Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
|   |   Nr_order <= 2 
|   |   |   Nr_order <= 1 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (81.0/39.0) 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy2 (93.0/45.0) 
|   |   |   Nr_order > 1 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (48.0/23.0) 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy2 (58.0/27.0) 
|   |   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy1 (19.0/8.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy1 (27.0/11.0) 
TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   Nr_order <= 1 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (78.0/37.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy2 (73.0/35.0) 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy2 (79.0/37.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy1 (96.0/46.0) 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: DeliveryGuy1 (68.0/32.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True: DeliveryGuy1 (76.0/36.0) 
|   Nr_order > 1 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   CarFree = False 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 2: DeliveryGuy2 (56.0/27.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy1 (22.0/9.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 2: DeliveryGuy1 (56.0/24.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy1 (32.0/16.0) 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low 
|   |   |   CarFree = False 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 2: DeliveryGuy2 (63.0/31.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy1 (31.0/15.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 2: DeliveryGuy1 (57.0/23.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy2 (31.0/15.0) 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
|   |   |   CarFree = False 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 2: DeliveryGuy1 (46.0/22.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy1 (27.0/11.0) 
|   |   |   CarFree = True 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order <= 2: DeliveryGuy2 (57.0/25.0) 
|   |   |   |   Nr_order > 2: DeliveryGuy2 (35.0/17.0) 

Number of Leaves: 35 
Size of the tree: 66 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1812.6 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV):201.4 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted:[45.1%, 47.0%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.504, 0.505]  
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.507, 0.508] 

 

Table 6.6 shows the resulting predictions. As expected, the decision trees tried to make sense out of 

the contextual attributes by attempting overfitting. However, both the cross validation results and 

the decision tree itself showed that only half of the predictions were true. This confirms the fact that 

resource selection in our synthetic process was not based on contextual attributes and they were 

totally random between two different resources. 
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6.2. Real Event Data 

To test our prediction approach, we applied our plug-in to an event log extracted from a real-life 

process. We used a process called “Order Processing” from Perceptive Software which is modeled 

and enacted in a BPMone system. The event log is extracted using the approach presented in 

Chapter 3. The process describes how orders for new software packages are handled. For new 

package orders, the order is recorded and checked for approval.  After the approval, a confirmation 

mail is sent to the customer. This is followed by registering and creating the content of each 

deliverable in the order. Finally, a report mail is generated and sent before marking the case as 

completed. 

The event log initially had 1655 cases. Firstly, all events in the event log were extended with 

contextual attributes. This had to be done before filtering the event log to make sure that contextual 

attribute extractions were accurate. Contextual attribute extensions are performed using the ProM 

plug-ins presented in Chapter 4. The BPMone database of the process is used to extract information 

about case creations and active cases (see Section 4.5.4). Weather information is added to the event 

log using the plug-in presented in Section 4.5.5. This is followed by the workload extension using 

“assign” events inside the event log (see Section 4.5.1). Finally, remaining time is added to all events 

using the plug-in presented in Section 4.5.3.     

After the event log extension, out of 1655 cases, we used cases which had the first and last activities. 

Then the log is filtered so that the activities not related to the main flow were removed. This resulted 

in an event log with 1546 cases, 60356 events, having 40 event classes and 6 event types. Only the 

complete event types are used in our measurements, which corresponded to 24446 events. A 

discovered model of the process is shown in Appendix C, along with significant fragments from the 

actual process model as it is modeled in BPMone. 

The experiments are conducted to check the prediction performance using different abstractions for 

transition systems. Also the number of attributes used to predict remaining times are varied and the 

performance is compared. The effect of discretizing the remaining time values into two and three 

intervals are also analyzed.  

For remaining time discretization, case durations are analyzed and the intervals are decided 

accordingly. For 20% of the cases, the case durations exceeded one day. Therefore the values above 

1 day are considered high. For two interval discretization, values below one day are labeled as 

normal. For three interval discretization, the values up to 12 hours are labeled as low and the values 

12-24 hours are labeled as medium. 

Reduced error pruning metric is used for pruning, using 1 of 3 folds in the training data. Correctness 

and errors are measured using 10-fold cross-validation where the test data was isolated during the 

training of each decision tree. Therefore, approximately 22000 events (spread over the annotated 

states) were used to train decision trees for each annotated state and approximately 2440 events 

(spread over the annotated states) are used to test the remaining time predictions in each cross-

validation fold of each decision tree. Exact number of events used in one cross-validation run of a 

decision tree varies in each experiment just by small fractions due to: Stratification, fractions 

introduced by dividing each state data to 10, and different number of states in each experiment. For 

one transition system as a whole, overall 10-fold cross-validation results of each decision tree in the 

transition system are considered. 
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Table 6.7 - Results of the annotations for real log 

 
Remaining Time  
(Normal, High) 

Remaining Time  
(Low, Medium, High) 

 

Transition 
System 

Attributes Avg. Min. Max. Std. D. Avg. Min. Max. Std. D. 
 

Set Abstraction  
Horizon of 1 

(20 Decision Trees) 

Workload 

86.2% 75.2% 100% 7.72% 77.9% 63.7% 100% 13.9% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.213 0.000 0.356 0.133 0.221 0.000 0.346 0.139 MAE 

0.274 0.000 0.432 0.158 0.292 0.000 0.416 0.164 RMSE 

Workload 
Case Arrival 
Active Cases 

88.0% 75.2% 100% 7.86% 79.1% 63.5% 100% 13.5% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.191 0.000 0.351 0.123 0.211 0.000 0.343 0.135 MAE 

0.269 0.000 0.424 0.155 0.286 0.000 0.419 0.162 RMSE 

Workload 
Case Arrival 
Active Cases 

Weather 

87.5% 74.5% 100.0% 7.83% 78.8% 63.3% 100% 13.7% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.198 0.000 0.349 0.132 0.214 0.000 0.344 0.136 MAE 

0.271 0.000 0.423 0.157 0.287 0.000 0.420 0.163 RMSE 

Set Abstraction  
Unlimited Horizon  
(80 Decision Trees) 

Workload 

92.4% 75.8% 100% 8.37% 88.1% 62.5% 100% 14.7% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.110 0.000 0.356 0.134 0.118 0.000 0.357 0.149 MAE 

0.154 0.000 0.426 0.174 0.157 0.000 0.423 0.184 RMSE 

Workload 
Case Arrival 
Active Cases 

93.6% 76.1% 100% 8.34% 89.7% 62.1% 100% 13.3% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.103 0.000 0.350 0.133 0.109 0.000 0.357 0.147 MAE 

0.150 0.000 0.425 0.173 0.155 0.000 0.427 0.183 RMSE 

Workload 
Case Arrival 
Active Cases 

Weather 

92.9% 75.0% 100.0% 8.46% 89.0% 62.2% 100% 15.9% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.107 0.000 0.352 0.135 0.113 0.000 0.359 0.149 MAE 

0.152 0.000 0.430 0.174 0.155 0.000 0.428 0.185 RMSE 

Multi-set 
Abstraction  

Unlimited Horizon 
(593 Decision 

Trees) 

Workload 

90.6% 0.00% 100% 21.1% 83.7% 0.00% 100% 25.3% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.106 0.000 1.000 0.180 0.130 0.000 0.667 0.201 MAE 

0.135 0.000 1.000 0.209 0.156 0.000 0.816 0.233 RMSE 

Workload 
Case Arrival 
Active Cases 

91.6% 0.00% 100% 20.1% 84.9% 0.00% 100% 22.1% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.101 0.000 1.000 0.179 0.117 0.000 0.667 0.171 MAE 

0.129 0.000 1.000 0.207 0.151 0.000 0.816 0.211 RMSE 

Workload 
Case Arrival 
Active Cases 

Weather 

91.4% 0.00% 100% 20.1% 83.9% 0.00% 100% 26.3% 
Correctly  
Predicted 

0.102 0.000 1.000 0.179 0.129 0.000 0.667 0.200 MAE 

0.130 0.000 1.000 0.209 0.155 0.000 0.816 0.221 RMSE 

 
The results of the experiments are illustrated in Table 6.7. The experiments showed that the accuracy 

of predictions increased when using a transition system with more states. But for the multi-set 

abstracted transition system, the accuracy dropped. This is due to the overfitting transition system. 

After a certain number of states the accuracy was expected to drop because of scarce state data. For 

example, consider a state annotation with two instances with class low and class high. In such an 

annotation, 10-fold cross validation is not possible. When the annotation is tested with two-fold 
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cross validation, the prediction is bound to be false. This scenario can be the exact opposite when an 

annotation with two objects of the same class is considered. This issue also explains the high 

standard deviation with the multi-set abstracted transition system. The predictions with few 

instances usually give extreme results. With many states to annotate, we distribute the events in the 

event log over more states. For the multi-set abstracted transition system, 22000 training events are 

spread over 593 states. This means there are fewer (about 37) events for each state which increases 

cross-validation errors due to underfitting decision trees. 

When all three transition systems in Table 6.7 are examined, the different control-flows are shown as 

separate paths in the last two transition systems in Table 6.7. The first transition system attempts to 

consider these flows on one path, giving way to single states having event data related to different 

activities. This fact resulted in relatively poorer predictions for the first transition system. Therefore, 

it can be concluded that the quality of the predictions are better for transition systems which have a 

balance between underfitting and overfitting. 

When the results with different remaining time classes are examined, it is found that the correctness 

rate for the two interval scenario is larger. As expected, MAE and RMSE increased when three 

intervals are used for remaining time. This increase was smaller with the second transition system in 

Table 6.7. This is because MAE and RMSE calculations give higher weights to errors made with two 

classes and lower weights to errors made with three classes. And since the correctness rate did not 

drop dramatically, MAE and RMSE compensated this drop in accuracy. After all, the severity of the 

error of predicting “delayed” for a case that should have a label “normal” is higher than predicting 

“high” for a case that should be labeled “medium”. However, as more labels are used for a 

continuous class attribute such as remaining time, the error is bound to increase because of incorrect 

classifications at the boundaries of each discretization interval. Therefore, if we are interested in case 

delays only, using two remaining time intervals have better results. On the other hand, if a more 

detailed prediction is needed for remaining time such as low, medium or high (rather than normal / 

delayed) using three intervals provide more insightful predictions. 
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Table 6.8 - Variation of annotations with different number of contextual attributes 

 Workload Workload + Case Arrivals + Active Cases 

State 2 
(Visited 1553 times) 

 

workload:general <= 19: LOW (974.0/340.0) 
workload:general > 19: HIGH (60.0/21.0) 
Number of Leaves: 2 
Size of the tree: 3 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1397.7 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV): 155.3 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [64.3%,64.9%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.342, 0.343]  
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.413, 0.416] 

workload:resource <= 9 
| workload:general <= 16 
| |   workload:resource <= 1: LOW (454.0/174.0) 
| |   workload:resource > 1 
| | | CaseArrival <= 22 
| | | |   workload:resource <= 6 
| | | | | workload:resource <= 4 
| | | | | | workload:resource <= 2: LOW (137.0/38.0) 
| | | | | | workload:resource > 2 
| | | | | | | CaseArrival <= 16 
| | | | | | | | TotalArrival <= 54: LOW (81.0/25.0) 
| | | | | | | | TotalArrival > 54 
| | | | | | | | | CaseArrival <= 11: HIGH (17.0/5.0) 
| | | | | | | | | CaseArrival > 11: LOW (34.0/11.0) 
| | | | | | | CaseArrival > 16: LOW (63.0/28.0) 
| | | | | workload:resource > 4: LOW (107.0/26.0) 
| | | | workload:resource > 6 
| | | | | workload:general <= 14 
| | | | | | TotalArrival <= 57: HIGH (10.0/4.0) 
| | | | | | TotalArrival > 57: LOW (10.0/5.0) 
| | | | | workload:general > 14: LOW (13.0/2.0) 
| | | CaseArrival > 22: LOW (33.0/3.0) 
| workload:general > 16 
| | CaseArrival <= 16 
| | | TotalArrival <= 40: LOW (10.0/5.0) 
| | | TotalArrival > 40: HIGH (24.0/5.0) 
| | CaseArrival > 16: LOW (10.0/3.0) 
workload:resource > 9: HIGH (31.0/10.0) 
Number of Leaves:15 
Size of the tree:29 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1394.1 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV): 154.9 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [69.6%,70.4%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.290, 0.292]  
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.381, 0.383] 

State 24 
(Visited 1263 times) 

workload:general <= 29: LOW (811.0/225.0) 
workload:general > 29: HIGH (31.0/12.0) 
Number of Leaves:2 
Size of the tree:3 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1136.7 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV): 126.3 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [71.5%,72.1%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.288, 0.290]    
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.383, 0.385] 

workload:general <= 29: LOW (811.0/225.0) 
workload:general > 29: HIGH (31.0/12.0) 
Number of Leaves:2 
Size of the tree:3 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV):1136.7 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV): 126.3 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [71.5%,72.1%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.288, 0.290]    
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.383, 0.385] 

State 26 
(Visited 664 times) 

 

LOW (443.0/7.0) 
Number of Leaves:1 
Size of the tree:1 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV): 597.6 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV): 66.4 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [98.3%,98.4%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.021, 0.022] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.102, 0.107]    
 

LOW (443.0/7.0) 
Number of Leaves:1 
Size of the tree:1 
 
Avg.#of events (train, 1CV): 597.6 
Avg.#of events (test, 1CV): 66.4 
 
10CV RESULTS 
95% Conf.Corr.Predicted: [98.3%,98.4%] 
95% Conf.MAE:  [0.021, 0.022] 
95% Conf.RMSE: [0.102, 0.107]    
 

 
Workload attributes were the most effective discriminators in predicting correct label for remaining 

time for states close to the start and at the medium phases of the process. Adding case arrival and 

active case information increased the prediction accuracy (both in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8). There are 

also states where this information did not have any effect on the decision tree and the predictions 

are made based on workload only.  
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Table 6.8 shows predictions for three states in the transition system. State 2 corresponds to the 

beginning of the process where “Select order type” is performed. Therefore, all cases visit this state 

at least once.  4 cases found where “Select order type” is executed twice at the beginning of the 

case. 3 of these cases were found to have a high remaining time and 1 of them had a low remaining 

time at the beginning of the process. The state annotation predicted low for remaining time if the 

general workload metric is below 19 and high if otherwise. When case arrivals and open cases are 

put into consideration, the decision tree grew and the prediction accuracy increased. The second 

annotation predicted high remaining time for cases when a user has a workload metric above 9. Even 

though there was an increase in accuracy with the second state annotation, both decision trees could 

not predict any medium remaining times. A closer inspection of the state revealed that 207 of 1553 

events contained in this state had medium remaining times. 

State 24 represents cases for which “Check order”, “Approve order, “Create confirmation mail” and 

“Send confirmation mail” are completed. After this point, “Check order lines”, “Create Case”, “Wait 

for sub-cases” and “Register Deliverables” will be executed sequentially.  Using more contextual 

attributes did not have any impact on the predictions at this state. For a general workload lower than 

29, the cases are predicted as low, otherwise they were predicted as high. 

State 26 represents almost-finished cases where “Register deliverables” is performed and the cases 

are going to be completed by executing “Create report”, “Create report mail”, “Send report mail” 

and “Mark order as completed” after this state.  Out of 664 times that this state was visited, 7 cases 

had medium and high remaining times. 2 of these cases do not have “Send report mail” activities 

performed in the future and both these cases have high remaining time. Also, since the cases in state 

26 are closer to completion, predictions made by contextual attributes did not have any effect on the 

decision trees. In both scenarios in Table 6.8, predicted remaining times of cases were always low 

and the predictions had high accuracies. 

Table 6.7 also showed that adding weather attributes to the annotations did not provide any 

improvements on the overall predictions made in a transition system. In fact, even though they are 

observed to decrease training errors, the errors made during cross-validation started increasing. 

When the weather attributes were used to predict remaining time of cases after completing “Select 

order type” (State 2 in Table 6.8), MAE increased to 0.310 and a RMSE increased to 0.396. This is 

because this information did not play any role on case remaining times and the predictions made by 

using these attributes are based on overfitting models. The increase in the overall transition system 

error was slight, because this information was not used for predictions in states that made better 

decisions based on workload and other attributes.  The reason for decrease in error compared to the 

scenario where only the workload is considered is that case arrivals and active cases were still being 

considered. The conclusion is that as there are more contextual attributes to distinguish between 

different remaining time classes, the prediction quality increases. However, if the contextual 

attribute has absolutely no effect on remaining times, then the performance suffers from this and 

predictions based on such attributes become very poor. 
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6.3. Conclusion of Evaluation 

Different transition system abstractions had an effect on prediction accuracies. Underfitting 

transition systems produced more errors due to overfitting state annotations. Overfitting transition 

systems produced more error with real event data due to underfitting decision trees.  Therefore 

finding a balanced transition system is important.  

Even though the right abstraction depends on the process’ nature, two experiments have shown 

some guidelines in choosing the right transition system. To determine if the transition system is 

suitable or not, the number of states is not the only metric to look at. This is shown with the 

synthetic event log where, after some point, the cases did not change states at all. The key is to have 

less noise and a close number of events in every state. 

In the first set of experiments using the synthetic event log, we have demonstrated the effect of 

using more contextual attributes. Adding more attributes to predictions increased the accuracy of 

the predictions as expected. For predicting users to perform activities, the contextual attributes 

decreased the quality of the predictions drastically. This was expected because the resources were 

chosen randomly in the synthetic process model. In the experiments conducted with the real event 

data, it is seen that choosing relevant contextual attributes is important for prediction accuracies. 

Choosing weather attributes during the second set of experiments resulted in overfitting decision 

trees and increased error during cross validation. There were also states that remained unchanged 

because other contextual attributes remained to be more effective in determining different 

remaining times and overfitting could be avoided. Therefore, analysis of the contextual attributes is 

important and should be done carefully. 

We also found out that states representing the cases closer to the end of the process (e.g., after 

completing “Register deliverables”) produced better predictions than states representing the cases 

closer to the beginning (e.g., after completing “Select order type”). In other words, near future is 

predicted more accurately than predicting further ahead. 

With continuous attributes, the value discretization affected the prediction accuracy percentages. As 

more intervals are used, the accuracy got worse. This is due to the noise in the boundaries of 

discretization. Using three intervals (instead of two intervals) for the class attribute had lower error 

increase in weighted error metrics when used with a balanced transition system. So this negative 

effect can be compensated to some extent with proper transition system abstractions and proper 

discretization. 
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7. Conclusions 
This Master thesis reports on the work conducted in the project executed for Perceptive Software. 

Perceptive Software would like to make their BPM product more “intelligent” by making accurate 

predictions about running cases using contextual information.  

The project has been carried out in a collaboration between Eindhoven University of Technology 

(TU/e) and Perceptive Software. Perceptive Software is the developer of BPMone which is one of the 

most popular case-handling systems in the PAIS market. 

Our approach aims to provide operational support, an upcoming topic in BPM and process mining. 

Operational support techniques generate information about the running cases in terms of 

predictions, recommendations or detection of abnormalities. 

Literature proposes several approaches to predict the future of running cases. The execution of 

process instances is strongly affected by the context around the execution. Unfortunately, the 

prediction approaches in the literature are not accurate enough since the context in which process 

instances are executed is not taken appropriately into consideration. Literature proposes different 

definitions of context. Differently from previous approaches, we proposed to take context into 

consideration of process mining. In particular, we defined three different types of contextual 

attributes for event log extensions: process context, organization context and external context. And, 

orthogonal to these, we specified the sources of event log extension as internal and external sources.  

The prediction approach we proposed is actually applicable to any process-aware information 

system. However, to demonstrate its utility, we applied it in the context of BPMone. To do so, we 

first developed a methodology to extract event logs from a BPMone system. This answers the first 

part of our research question. The methodology allows one to extract event logs that have 

standardized semantics rather than BPM-one specific elements. This makes the event log more 

universal, understandable and ready to be used by different techniques. The previous approaches on 

this matter were outdated and we claim our approach to be more complete and generic.  

The event logs that could be extracted from the system did not contain contextual information. 

Therefore, we have developed a series of techniques to enrich event logs with contextual 

information. Some of these techniques extract knowledge from the event log itself (e.g., to discover 

the resources’ workload). Others rely on external sources (e.g., associate each log with the 

meteorological information when the event actually occurred). These techniques to enrich the event 

logs with contextual information are, in fact, independent from the actual system which the event 

log has been generated from. We provided five plug-ins in ProM to support our approach of 

extending event logs with contextual information. This answered the second part of our research 

question. 

The core of the project focused on developing a technique to make more accurate predictions using 

contextual information. Using an existing approach, we first mine a transition system that describes 

the behaviors observed the event log. Each transition system state corresponds to a partial trace 

consisting of events. Each outgoing arc from a state corresponds to a different transition that can 

occur from that state. The second step is to learn a decision tree for each state. The branching 

conditions of the decision tree are defined over the process variables and the contextual 

information, and the leaves correspond to the process characteristics that we want to predict.  
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For example, the remaining execution time of cases can be predicted. Our approach is not limited to 

predicting few process characteristics. Any process characteristic can be predicted (e.g., the total 

execution costs) as long as they are present in the event data. These predictions can be used at run-

time to suggest the next task(s) to work on. We have implemented our approach in ProM and used it 

to predict remaining time of cases and users who will execute the next activity in a case. This 

prediction approach is used to answer the third (and the final) part of our research question. 

It is possible to address most prediction problems using our approach. However, it should be noted 

that decision trees cannot predict continuous values. In order to be applicable for continuous values, 

the domain needs to be discretized. To achieve this, we also developed an optional pre-processing 

plug-in. This additional plug-in can be used to make attributes discrete or more coarse-grained. 

To validate the approach, we performed two case studies. One based on synthetic event data and 

one based on a real event data from Perceptive Software. The results are promising and show that 

this is a viable solution. Nonetheless, a more detailed evaluation is needed. 

The case studies revealed that when predicting remaining time, choosing the right contextual 

attributes and choosing the right abstraction for the transition system are important. We have seen 

that selecting irrelevant contextual attributes causes some state annotations to make predictions 

based on overfitting decision trees. A careful selection of relevant contextual attributes increased 

prediction accuracy. The prediction accuracies are also influenced by the transition systems. Too 

small and underfitting transition systems give more inaccurate predictions because the decision trees 

become overfitting. Too large and overfitting transitions systems produce decision trees based on 

just a few observations, and therefore, give unreliable predictions. For continuous attributes that 

need to be discretized, the prediction accuracy decreased as the attribute is discretized into more 

intervals. It is also seen that states representing cases closer to their completions produce more 

accurate predictions than states closer to the beginning of a case. During the case study using the 

real event data, general workload and individual resource workloads were found distinctive to 

predict cases with low and high remaining times. Case arrivals and number of open cases were found 

to be useful for predicting remaining time after the first activity in the process is completed. 

7.1. Future Work 

As future work, it would be interesting to use our annotated transition systems to build an operation 

support module embedded in a PAIS like BPMone and providing predictions and recommendations at 

run-time. This way it would be possible to evaluate our prediction approach in a real operational 

setting and the business value of such predictions can be seen in real world applications. 

Our approach is used to predict one event attribute per transition system. The approach can be 

extended to multiple attribute predictions by using more than one transition system. Alternatively, 

the states can be annotated with multiple decision trees, each predicting a different attribute. By 

using a similar approach, it can be possible to annotate states with decision “forests”. In other words, 

same class attribute can be predicted using multiple decision trees, each using a different set of 

attributes. Moreover, other possibilities in data mining can be researched and other classification 

techniques can be combined with decision trees to cover for their shortcomings. 

Our approach provides predictions based on current states of an ongoing case. By looking at the 

future states and making comparisons about the predicted values, a recommendation can be derived 
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about what to do next. This information would be valuable for the users. Alternatively, transition 

annotations can be used instead of state annotations. Therefore at each state, predictions can be 

made for each alternative action (i.e. transition) a user can perform. These can be compared to 

derive recommendations. 

7.2. Recommendations for Perceptive Software 

During our project, closer examination of BPMone showed us that the amount of information 

available for event log extraction is limited and completely up to the process modeler and ad-hoc 

design decisions when the system is developed and configured. This issue was addressed by 

Perceptive Software during our project. It is now possible to mine the so-called case history files, 

which is a commonly used way of logging data in BPMone than logging management information 

about cases to the database. 

Also it was discovered that BPMone did not support recording of the role of users performing 

activities. This information is valuable with regard to contextual information. However, roles were 

just used as orchestrators for case executions. Perceptive Software also decided to add the role 

information to the management information tables in the database to offer more information about 

the case executions.  

Another discovery was that BPMone process models put more emphasis on logging control-flow 

elements than data-flow elements. Even though BPMone offers rich possibilities for both flows, data-

flow seems to be neglected. This might be because it requires more effort than modeling control-

flow elements.  The possibilities offered by data elements should be emphasized. Process modelers 

and analysts should be made aware of the advantages of using and logging structured data elements. 

Perceptive Software should consider using some standards in their process mining activities. For 

example, a common tool and format for event log extraction can form a common language for all 

process mining projects, irrespective of the underlying information system. It should be investigated 

if XESame [11] and XES standard for event logs [20] would provide beneficial results for company’s 

process mining projects. XES allows for system and domain specific extensions such that dedicated 

support is possible. 

Achieving intelligent business process management systems is a goal pursued by Perceptive 

Software. This requires the use of real-time operational support and use of contextual information. 

Based on this goal, more monitors can be integrated with BPMone to sense process context. This is 

not only necessary for obtaining better event logs, but also important for users. Therefore, such 

monitors can be shown in BPMone to make users more aware of the context.  

The approach presented in this thesis is not limited to predicting remaining case times. Predictions 

can be made for any event attribute. Our approach becomes even more effective with noise-free 

data structures. For example, strict business rules can be used in our state annotations to automate 

certain activity executions by predicting an event attribute that is related to a certain business rule. 

Our approach can be backed up by an operational support service (e.g., [6], [26]) and be used in 

BPMone to add true intelligence to BPM. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: CPN Model for Synthetic Data 

This section shows the detailed CPN model and event log generation settings used to obtain a 

synthetic event log used in Section 6.1.  

 

Figure A.1 - CPN Model used for simulation and event log generation 

Figure A.1 shows the detailed CPN Model used to obtain a synthetic event log. The transition 

“GENERATOR” is used to create case tokens before process execution. The code segments attached 

to the transitions do the actual logging by binding the information contained in the tokens.  

 

Figure A.2 – CPN Model declarations 

Figure A.2 shows the declarations that are used in the CPN Model. These declarations contain file 

locations that are necessary to generate event logs. They also contain file locations that contain 

functions to generate remaining time attributes based on other token information. This file is called 

“myFunctions.sml”. This file implements the attribute generation illustrated in Table 6.1 by using 
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simple if else statements for each workload, number of orders, time of day, and car free value 

combinations. This file’s contents are listed from Listing A.1 to A.8 for each transition in the CPN 

model. 

Listing A.1. - Attribute generation for "Take Fast Food Order" 

fun TakeFastFoodOrder(t,w,c,n) =  

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(501,600)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(501,600)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(501,600)))] 

else empty; 
 

Listing A.2. - Attribute generation for "Take Dish Order" 

fun TakeDishOrder(t,w,c,n) =  

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(300,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(401,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(501,600)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(501,600)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(501,600)))] 

else empty; 
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Listing A.3. - Attribute generation for "Slice Vegetables" 

fun SliceVegetables(t,w,c,n) = 

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(481,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(481,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(481,500)))] 

else empty; 
 

Listing A.4. - Attribute generation for "Marinate Meat" 

fun MarinateMeat(t,w,c,n) =  

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(290,299)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(381,400)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(481,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(481,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(481,500)))] 

else empty; 
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Listing A.5. - Attribute generation for "Cook Dish" 

fun CookDish(t,w,c,n) =  

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,289)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,289)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,289)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,289)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,289)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(461,480)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(461,480)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(461,480)))] 

else empty; 
 

Listing A.6. - Attribute generation for "Reheat" 

fun Reheat(t,w,c,n) = 

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,299)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,299)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(280,299)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(361,380)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(461,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(461,500)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(461,500)))] 

else empty; 
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Listing A.7. - Attribute generation for "Send Food" 

fun SendFood(t,w,c,n) =  

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(270,279)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(270,279)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(270,279)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(270,279)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(270,279)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(341,360)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(341,360)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(341,360)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(341,360)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * 

(discrete(441,460)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(441,460)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString(n * (discrete(441,460)))] 

else empty; 
 

Listing A.8. - Attribute generation for "Finish Order" 

fun FinishOrder(t,w,c,n)= 

if  (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(400,404)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Noon"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(400,404)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="True")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(400,404)))] 

else if (w="Low" andalso t="Evening"  andalso c="False")  then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(400,404)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(400,404)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(501,511)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(501,511)))] 

else if (w="Medium" andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * (discrete(501,511)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(501,511)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Noon" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), 

"TimeOfDay", t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * 

(discrete(602,661)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="True") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * (discrete(602,661)))] 

else if (w="High"   andalso t="Evening" andalso c="False") then ["Nr_order", Int.toString(n), "TimeOfDay", 

t, "Workload_Restaurant", w, "CarFree", c, "RemainingTime", Int.toString((n-1) * (discrete(602,661)))] 

else empty; 
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Appendix B: Testing the Plug-in Using Synthetic Data 

This section contains the state annotations mentioned in Section 6.2. Remaining time values for each 

transition in the CPN Model and the values predicted by the decision trees are presented. The 

purpose of these tables is to confirm that the plug-in works correctly and produces the expected 

decision trees when used with such settings that every classification made by the decision trees 

complies with the way attributes are generated. The discretized values for remaining time are set as 

shown in Table B.1.. Remaining time attribute generations described in the previous section results in 

the tables shown below. Starting from Table B.2., each table is followed by the respective target 

state annotation. Note that the leaves of the decision trees fully comply with the attribute 

generations, proving that the plug-in functions correctly and generates the expected outputs. 

Table B.1. - Remaining time discretization 

Remaining Time Interval Label after discretization 

0-500 LOW 

501-1200 MEDIUM 

1200< HIGH 

 

Table B.2. - Remaining time for "Take Fast Food Order" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(501,600)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(501,600)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(501,600)) 
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Table B.3. - Decision tree corresponding to "Take Fast Food Order" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1 
|   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (87.0) 

551.98 30.21 501.00 600.00 

|   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: MEDIUM (41.0) 

551.20 29.99 501.00 599.00 

|   |   |   CarFree = True: LOW (44.0) 449.91 29.36 401.00 500.00 
|   Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (175.0) 350.74 28.15 300.00 400.00 
|   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (175.0) 425.26 55.75 303.00 499.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (339.0) 

860.37 169.38 602.00 1200.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (61.0) 

1552.23 158.72 1209.00 1764.00 

|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (58.0) 1044.88 80.76 909.00 1182.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (29.0) 

1332.10 84.11 1206.00 1485.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (8.0) 

1345.88 77.39 1260.00 1467.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (20.0) 1047.45 95.86 903.00 1188.00 

 

Table B.4. - Remaining time for "Reheat" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(461,500)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(461,500)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(461,500)) 
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Table B.5. - Decision tree corresponding to "Reheat" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1: LOW (522.0) 364.32 75.28 280.00 500.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (339.0) 

726.58 154.06 560.00 1000.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (32.0) 

1440.66 35.52 1383.00 1500.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (12.0) 

1440.25 42.15 1383.00 1500.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (17.0) 1110.35 15.51 1086.00 1137.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (58.0) 866.12 15.87 840.00 897.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (57.0) 1027.63 118.09 840.00 1140.00 

 

Table B.6. – Remaining time for “Take Dish Order” based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(300,400)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(401,500)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(501,600)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(501,600)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(501,600)) 

 

 

Table B.7. - Decision tree corresponding to "Take Dish Order" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1 
|   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (92.0) 

550.71 31.33 501.00 600.00 

|   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: MEDIUM (37.0) 

543.51 28.53 502.00 600.00 

|   |   |   CarFree = True: LOW (29.0) 454.45 26.46 402.00 496.00 
|   Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (177.0) 351.80 28.58 300.00 400.00 
|   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: LOW (143.0) 426.97 51.93 303.00 500.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (328.0) 

877.09 171.63 606.00 1200.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High: HIGH (58.0) 

1591.50 158.05 1221.00 1797.00 

|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 1036.74 83.31 909.00 1179.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
|   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (25.0) 

1367.04 87.59 1212.00 1497.00 

|   |   |   CarFree = True 
|   |   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (11.0) 

1332.00 80.16 1203.00 1452.00 

|   |   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon: MEDIUM (15.0) 1066.60 81.57 903.00 1188.00 
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Table B.8. - Remaining time for "Marinate Meat" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(290,299)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(290,299)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(290,299)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(290,299)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(290,299)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(481,500)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(481,500)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(481,500)) 
 

Table B.9. - Decision tree corresponding to "Marinate Meat" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1: LOW (478.0) 374.56 81.32 290.00 500.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (328.0) 

758.77 161.64 580.00 1000.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (33.0) 

1473.73 18.00 1443.00 1500.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (10.0) 

1467.30 19.97 1446.00 1500.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (15.0) 1162.00 12.56 1143.00 1182.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 883.65 8.27 870.00 897.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (51.0) 1089.59 133.50 870.00 1200.00 

 

Table B.10.  - Remaining time for "Slice Vegetables" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,299)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(381,400)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(481,500)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(481,500)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(481,500)) 
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Table B.11. - Decision trees corresponding to "Slice Vegetables" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1: LOW (478.0) 374.24 80.96 290.00 500.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (328.0) 

758.91 161.72 580.00 1000.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (33.0) 

1470.18 15.96 1443.00 1494.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (10.0) 

1476.90 20.79 1443.00 1500.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (15.0) 1169.80 17.10 1143.00 1191.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 883.60 8.87 870.00 897.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (51.0) 1084.06 130.78 873.00 1200.00 

 

Table B.12. - Remaining time for "Cook Dish" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,289)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(280,289)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,289)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(280,289)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(280,289)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(361,380)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(461,480)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(461,480)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(461,480)) 

 

Table B.13. - Decision tree corresponding to "Cook Dish" attributes 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1: LOW (478.0) 359.04 77.00 280.00 480.00 

Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (328.0) 

727.59 153.22 560.00 960.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (33.0) 

1409.55 15.98 1383.00 1437.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (10.0) 

1410.00 20.00 1383.00 1437.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (15.0) 1111.80 18.35 1086.00 1140.00 

|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (62.0) 854.81 9.34 840.00 867.00 

|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (51.0) 1034.06 121.97 840.00 1137.00 
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Table B.14. - Remaining time for "Send Food" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(270,279)) 

Low Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(270,279)) 

Low Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(270,279)) 

Low Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(270,279)) 

Medium Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(270,279)) 

Medium Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(341,360)) 

Medium Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(341,360)) 

Medium Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(341,360)) 

High Noon TRUE nr_order * (discrete(341,360)) 

High Noon FALSE nr_order * (discrete(441,460)) 

High Evening TRUE nr_order * (discrete(441,460)) 

High Evening FALSE nr_order * (discrete(441,460)) 

 

Table B.15. - Decision tree corresponding to "Send Food" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1: LOW (1000.0) 343.67 71.01 270.00 460.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2: MEDIUM (667.0) 

690.40 143.14 540.00 920.00 

|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (65.0) 

1350.83 17.93 1323.00 1380.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (22.0) 

1347.68 18.88 1323.00 1380.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (32.0) 1056.94 20.52 1023.00 1080.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (120.0) 824.13 8.73 810.00 837.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (108.0) 977.33 107.86 810.00 1080.00 

 

Table B.16. - Remaining time for "Finish Order" based on contextual attributes 

Workload_Restaurant TimeOfDay CarFree RemainingTime 

Low Noon TRUE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(400,404)) 

Low Noon FALSE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(400,404)) 

Low Evening TRUE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(400,404)) 

Low Evening FALSE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(400,404)) 

Medium Noon TRUE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(400,404)) 

Medium Noon FALSE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(501,511)) 

Medium Evening TRUE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(501,511)) 

Medium Evening FALSE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(501,511)) 

High Noon TRUE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(501,511)) 

High Noon FALSE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(602,661)) 

High Evening TRUE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(602,661)) 

High Evening FALSE (nr_order-1) * (discrete(602,661)) 
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Table B.17. - Decision tree corresponding to "Finish Order" activities 

Decision Tree Avg. Std D. Min Max. 
Nr_order <= 1: LOW (1000.0) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Nr_order > 1 
|   Nr_order <= 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High: MEDIUM (234.0) 

602.31 56.27 501.00 661.00 

|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: LOW (224.0) 402.12 1.46 400.00 404.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: MEDIUM (106.0) 

505.59 18.88 1323.00 1380.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: MEDIUM (46.0) 

506.78 3.12 501.00 511.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: LOW (57.0) 401.68 1.47 400.00 404.00 
|   Nr_order > 2 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = High 
|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Evening: HIGH (65.0) 

1266.58 33.31 1204.00 1318.00 

|   |   |   TimeOfDay = Noon 
|   |   |   |   CarFree = False: HIGH (22.0) 

1267.27 27.38 1220.00 1312.00 

|   |   |   |   CarFree = True: MEDIUM (32.0) 1012.25 6.73 1002.00 1022.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Low: MEDIUM (120.0) 803.28 2.64 800.00 808.00 
|   |   Workload_Restaurant = Medium: MEDIUM (108.0) 944.83 98.27 800.00 800.00 
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Appendix C: Process Model Based on the Real Event Data Used in the Case Study 

Figure C.1 highlights the discovered control-flow of the event log used in the case study in Section 

6.2. The process model is discovered using the events related to the main procedure of the process. 

 

Figure C.1 - Process model of the main control-flow 

The process contains many automated activities which are not logged in the system’s database. 

Figures C.2 until C.9 shows the real process models of the logged activities. By analyzing these 

process models, each activity in the discovered process model can be tracked down in the real 

process description. The processes are modeled in BPMone language. The inscriptions on the arcs are 

used to steer the process. If an arc inscription evaluates to true, it is enabled. Otherwise, that arc is 

not followed. 
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Figure C.2 – Main process 
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Figure C.3 - Registration sub-process 
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Figure C.4 - Confirmation subprocess 
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Figure C.5 - Send confirmation mail subprocess 
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Figure C.6 - Create suborders subprocess 
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Figure C.7 - Order lines subprocess 
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Figure C.8 - Case groups subprocess 
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Figure C.9 - Completion subprocess 
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